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Preface

4%.

This training package is intended for those individuals ctiarged with the responsibility of
interviewing whether in the fields of rehabilitation, mental health, counseling, education,
medicine, or sociology. The primary focus is on the interview in which the interviewee's concerns
are of major importance and the exchange of inforQation is required to attend to those
concerns.

The development of this package was no simple task. A tremendous amount of support and
consultation were received. In fact, so many people reviewed the material that it would be
most difficult to list each person's name. However, we are partiCularly indebted to a numberof
Region VI rehabilitation-personnel who served on "user review teams" and provided input and
suggestions from the trainer's viewpoint as well as the practitioner's yiewpOint. Among those
were:

A.J. Baker, Arkansas
Billy Brookshire, Texds
Linde Doehne,,Texas
Laura Ferrety, New Mexico
John Garland Flowers Ill, Texas
Clyde Mdrtin, Oklatioryia
Harold Skinner, Oklahoma
AltgaSoms, Louisiana
Lewis Urton, Arkansas
Alton Wachtendorf, Arkansas
Tom White, Arkansas
Myrna Breeden, New Mexico
Steve Cumnock, Arkansas
Lonnie Current, Oklahorgci
Jorge Garcia, Texas
Leslie Palmer, Louisiana
Karen Sandini, Oklahoma

Wooiey, Louisiana
George Wynne, Texas

RT-13 personnel also proYided help. Among those include: Robert Akridge, Bob Means, and
Tim Milligan. .

A tremendous amount of support was Royided by the RT-13 media section. So a big thanks
is extended to David Sigman and his entite crew.

Also, thanks to Jay Binns and Nancy Millard for the tremendous amount of typing and
retyping 'that was involved in this production.
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Instructicins to Trainer

The Systematic Interviewing-Skilli Training Padkage
T.

The Systematic Interviewing, Skills Training Package consists of the following:.

1. Systematic Interview Skills: Trainer's Guide

2. SIkt!rnatic Interview Skills: Participant's Workbook

3 Systematic Interview Sg.'s: Typescript Manual

4. Tape/slide demonstrations of interview interaction.

Systematic Interview Skills: Trainer's Guide
This workbook serves as a guide for the trainer while conducting a training se ion It provides
a step-by-step set of procedures for presenting the skills to be taught which include "mini"
lectures, demonstrations, and activities for increasing trainee skills in applying the concepts

Systematic Interview Skills: Participant's Workbook ,

This workbook contains all of the forms and training aids that would typically be,distributed to
th.e participants dunng the training session. It includes material needed for the varjous
training exercises found in the Trainer's Guide and should be used in conjunction with the
GUrde

Systematic Interview Skills: Typescript Manual
The typescript.is intended for use as a visual referepce to aid in understanding the taped
dialogues and for referral in class discussions.-The ekcerpts are numberedefor easy reference.

Tape/Slide Demonstrations of Interview Interaction.
These aids are includedior use when contrasting effective and ineffectNe`interview interaction
and for demonstrating how to apply the concepts taught.
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The I/pining Program

Participant Selection
Skills taught in the Systematic Interviewing Skills Training Package are appropriate foj any-

one responsible for conducting helping interviews. This-would include counselors, case-
workers, social workers, pi ogists, evaluators, supervisors, placement specialists, inde-
pendent living specialists, erNs intended for the general practitioner both experienced and
inexperienced.

Number of Participants
Because of the'nature of some of the activities, and the training approach, the 'progr.gm

does nQt lend itself well to large group instruction. With one trainer, group size should be restfict-
ed to a maximum of 12 participants.

How to Use the Package
The package is intendqd to provide the trainer with all necessary information and materials

for conducting a training session. ElbweveF, the Training Package should serve the trainer as a
"working" package The trainer is encouraged to substitute and/or add examples and
training aids which are appropriate for the trainees It may be necessary for the trainer to
modify some of the activities to fit his training slyle and/or time cdnsiderations. The Trainers
Guide includes space to add points and additional or alternate activities. A trainers outline is
included in the appendix Once you become familiar with the content of the program, you
fn be able to do the training using only the outline supplemented with other training aids
s ch as overheads, charts, etc.

P.ein,

The Training Approach
The training approach is based, upon a training model of tell -> demonstrate ->

elicit description -> elicit action -> summarize > assess which draws from the
learning models of learning by listening, learning by observing, and learning by doing. The
trainer, in followirt the Guide, will cover each component of the model with the following
outline asapprOloriate:

I. Definition
II. Rationale
Ili. Objectives
IV. Guidelines
V. Demonstration of Non-Facilitative Techniques'

VI. Results of Non-Facilitative Techniques
VII. Demonstration of Facilitative Techniques

VIII. Results of Facilitative Techniques
IX. Practice
X. Summary

The demonstration of Non-Facilitative and.Facilitative Techniques include examples of
multiple behaviors. However the focus ins-on one spetific technique at a timer.

8
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Training Time Schedule
The training program is flexibly structured. The training program can be presented in its

entirety, that is, the trainer and trainees can meet for consecutive hours, with applopriate
&teaks, Until all the material is covered. Or the material can becovered in a series of separate
training sessions. It is recommended, however, that the material be presented in order and as
close together timewise as possible. The program may be presented as is or in conjunction
with othertfaining packages.

r t
.

: Training Setting
Freedom from outside distraction and participant comfort are Nmary considerations in

selecting a training room. The training room should bl arranged to allow free interaction
among participants. The Morn shoulotbe large enough for triads to interactwithout distraction
from others However, guard against having an oversized training room since listening to tapes
is required and an excessively large room may make this difficult

.

, . Equipment Needed'
If the Training Guide is followed, the following equipment is necessary!

:casette Tape Recorder/Programr,ner A

. Slide Projecto"r.

Participants will be,require,d to respond in writing during the program and will need pencils
or pens. -(.

*
- ,

Group biscussion

t

BeCause of the training approach used, group discussion is an integral element in the
success of the training program. The trainer should make every effort to facilitate the expressjon
of participant reaction, ideas, etc. 0

. -

OptiOnal Activities
Day 1 - Openin9 Activity

1. Instructions to participants
a' Systematic Interviewing Skills Training is about interacting with others with the'rnajor

focus on exchanging information.'
.

b. Find one person in the room you don't know well (or turn to the person next to you)

c. Ybur task is to collect information from each other and introduce each other to the
group, with some information about the person that interests you.

-2. Affer 5 minutes, call the group together and go around with introductions

3. Instructions to Participants 1 ..z"
Return to pairs and determine-what the two of you would like to gain from this work-
shop. Come up with one statement for the two of you qnd write it down,Negotiate your
differences so that you can arrive at one statement.

4. After awhile, call the group together and collect each pairs statement. Either tape these to
the wall or write on chalkboard.

5: Look for trends and address any issues.

9
5



Day - Opening Activity

a. Present brief summary of points covered the previous day.

b. Ask participants to sit quietly and think about the points. Ask them to think about bow
the previous day's activities relate to their jobs,

. "a. After about/Iwo minutes, ask participants to break into pairs and share one reaction
'and/or on learning from the previous day.

Day 1 Wind-Up - Feedback to Trainer

Ask participants to complete the sentence stein:

I appreciate . ..
and/or

I espeCiafly like .

and/or
I resent .

and/or --,
I need more of . .

and/or
I need from this training more . . .

and/or
I would like tO see more of . .

and/or
I would like to see less of ...

Ordering Materials

I

Orcle.r fbrms for all materials of the Systematic Interviewing Skills Training Package may be
obtained by writing:

Diredtor of Training
Arkansas Rehabilitation Research and Training.Center
P.O: Box 1358
Hot Springs, AR 71901

41
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Introduction to Systematic InterviewingSkills

Introduction to Trainer.
This,,section presents the dbfinition, rationale, and philosophy of Systematit Interviewing

Skills and an overview of the training components, and the objectives of the training program
The objectives of this section are:

1. To introduce 'trainees to the Systematic Interviewing Skills model.

2 To introduce and define the concepts Of Systematic Interviewing Skills.

3 To present the rationale for the training program.

4 To present the philosophy of Syster:natic Interviewing Skills.

5: To present an overview of the training components.

6. To identify the objectives of the training program.

In presenting material from this section utilize as desired the pointsmade under each major
category. You may use all the points listed or you may only use a few depending upon your
audience. Also blank space is provided so that you may add points of your own.
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General Introdyction to Trainees
Page 7 ot-Workbook

1. Generally spilrg there are two types of interviews.

2. There is the interview where the primary focus is on the interviewer and his/he agen y/
organization. Information is given to the interviewee and collected from the int

) primarily to help the interviewer and his/her organization/agency; Examples of this type
of interview Include: .

a. The research interview where the 'researcher wants information to carry on his/her
project.

b. The journalistic interview where the reporter wantsa story.

c The personnel interview where the personnel manager wants the right person for
a job vacancy.

3 The second type of interview is where the primary focus is on the interviewee. Inforrrxition
is given to and collected from the interviewee primarily to help him/her. Examples of this
type include.

a The social work interview where the social worker exchanges information with the
interviewee so that he/she can provide assistance to the interviewee

b The rehabilitation caunseJing 'interview where the counselor has as his, her priMary
functioh, providing services to the client.

c The employment counselor interview where the counselor/placement specialist seeks
to place the client in the most appropriate position.

4 People who conduct the second type of interview include psychologists, social workers,
rehabilitation workers, counselors of all types, placerrnt people,'etc. Ir...29ddition to inter-
view skills, these people need many other types of skills.

5. The focus of this' training progrdm is on the second type of interview.

6 We recognize that you will be collecting bird disseminating some information in your inter-
views that is intended to benefit only you and/or your agency/organization/section. This
includes information that is required but does not directly benefit the HoWever,
the primary foCus of your interviews will be on helping the interviewee.

7 Therefore, this training focuses on the helping interview.

8.

9..
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Definition of Systemalicintervlowing Skills
Page, of Workboo)c

1_ Systemdtic Interviewing Skills are those skills required of the interviewerro exchange infor- .

motion with another person in the most helpful manner during an interview.

> , 2. Systematic Interviewing Skills involve those actions of pfeparing for the interview and
actually conducting an interview.

3. Systematic Interviewing Skills involve both verbal and non-verbal responses that enable
one`to facilitate the information exchange process and guide the interaction within the
.intervieo as to keep it goal directed.

4. The major components of Systematic Interviewing Skills include: (Page 7 of Workbook)

a. Systematic interview Programming

b. InfOrmation Exchange

c. Exchanging Information Non Verbally

d..Exchanging Information via Verbal Responding

5.

6.

Rationale or Importance of Systematic !Men/lowing Skills
Page 7 of Workbook

1. Information exchange is the major focus of most interviews. Hence, you need to be able to
guide the direction of the discusilon in an effective, yet unobtrusive manner.

2. Since information exchange is the major focus within the interview you must be a skilled
interactionist. Systerriatic interviewing Skills should enable you to become a skilled inter-
actionist.

3. You and the interviewee are resources forpne another during the interview. You are avail-
able to use each other as resource only through interaction. As you and the other person
exchange verbal and non-verbal re ponses, those responses allow or restrict your usage
of each other as resources. Syste tic Interviewing Skills allow you to use each other
as resources.

4. Research reverairglat many beginning. interviewers do not generally possess a stable
repertoire of behaviors or techniques. They spend too much time talking, interrupting the
interviewee, asking closed-endecrquestions, making long awkward speeches, and laps-

, ing into long unplanned silences. Training in specific interview techniques can result in you
spending less time talking, interrupting the 'Interviewee less, asking more open-ended

a: questions, and making fewer irrelevant comments.

6.

14
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Philosophy
Page 7 of Workbook

The Information Exchange Process

1, The major focus of your interviews Is on the exchange of information with the purp ose
of helping the person you are interviewing.

2. Exchanging information to help another person can be visualized from the Illustration
on page 8 of you, workbook.

3. In terms of relevant InforThation theie is a known dimension which includes information
knoWn by both you and the person you are interviewing. The blind dimension includes
information that is not known by theeother person but is known by you. The hidden
dimension includes information known by the other person but not by you. Then there
is an unknown, dimension that includes information that is relevant but is not known by
you or the other person.

4. In early interviews, in comparison to all the relev.ant information to be known, that which
is known by both you and the other person (known dimension) would be relatively
small. Information needed bytthe person you are interviewing but is unknown (blind
dimension) is reytively large. The information that is known by the person you are
interviewing and needed by you but is unknown to you (hidden dimension by person
you are interviewing) is also large, or% the amount of information not known by both
(unknown dimension). The information awareness matrix as it initially emerges during
early Interviews is presented on,page 9 of your workbook.

5: The overall objective orthepformation exchange proCess would be to expand the
known dimension, that is to make known all the relevant information needed by both
you and the person you are interviewing. This would involve decreasing the blind,
hidden, and unknown dimensions. Page 10 of your workbook indicates how the infor-
mation awareness matrix would look following effective information exchange.

6. Decreasing the interviewee's blind dimension.
Early irr the interview process the interviewee needs much information. Extensive inter-
viewee participation and involvement is desired throughout theelping process but is
very crucial during the early phases4The interviewee needs much information about
your agency/organization/section, it's role and function, services that are offered, the
objectives of those services, any eligibility requirements, etc. Just to make the decision
of whether or not your agency/organizdtien/section is the one that can meet hisTher
needs. Your role, and the interviewee's rights and responsIbilltlesdre other areas to be
discussed very early. This is information needed by the interviewee to participate in the
decision making process and requires you to practice effective information disgemi-
nation by knowing what information is needed by the interviewee and the-most effec-
tive, efficient and helpful way to glve that information.

7. Decreasing the hidden dimension.
The interviewee has much Information that is needed by you. You will probably be
more involved with the task of collecting information'cluring the early phases of the
helping process than at any other time. Hence, you need to know what information is
Important and the most effective and helpful way to go about copecting that infor-.,
motion. The hidden dimension Is decreased through the facilitation of interviewee froe
expression and self- revealing behdylor across all relevant information collection areas.

I
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8. Decreasing the unknown dimension.
The blind dimension is decreased via effective information dissemination. The hidden
dimension is decreased via effective information collection. During this information
exchange process, additional information known by neither you nor the person you
are interviewing becomes known. The unknown dimension is further decreased via
information collection from external sources, i.e., Medical evaluation, psychosocial
evaluation, vocational evaluation, etc.

8. Ingaging others in Interaction (Page 1& of Workbook)

Information exchange only occurs by interaction between you and the intevierwee.
However, you will not achieve your objectives through just any type of interaction.

2. Interaction can serve many purposes and can be carried out on many levels. It can
function to structure our time with others in social conversation, helpful.work, or even
destructive actions.

3. Hence, three basic ways of interacting with others are identified. They are:

a. Destructive interaction
b. Friendly discussion
c. Helpful interaction

4. A definition `of each is:

a. Destructive interaction - consists of hating responses, playing games, and on an
international scale, war. This type of interaction communicates to the other person
that he/she is no good and you have very little regard for hire /her as a person:
Avoid destructive interaction. It has no place in the helping,interview. Information
excgariged-during destructive interaction does noffacilitate the achievement of
your goals and can only reshilt in negative consequences. Meaningful information
is blocked and game playing may'result: Do not make the interview a game,-

b. Friendly discussion - consists of sociable conversation or chit-chat. We engage
others in friendly discussion everyday and it serves to structure a great deal of our
time with others. Friendly discussion certainly has its place, but it should occupy a
limited space in the helping InterviewInformatIon exchanged during friendly
discussion does not serve to help the interviewee very much. Lherefore, try to avoid
introducing extraneous material such as small talk, etc. Do -trake the interview
a social conversation.

c. Helpful interaction - consists of goal-orlented activity that serves to assist others in
obtairting desired objectives. Therefore, the majority of Irileiview interaction during
the helping Interview should consist of this type. Information exchanged daring
helpful interaction will serve the purpose of moving the interviewee through the
process in thee most effective and efficient manner. Do make the interview helpful
interaction.

C.
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C. Functions of an Inteiviowerage 14 of Workbook)

1. The focus of Systematic IntervieWIng Skills is based on the assumption that the most
successful Interviewer is an effective:

a. Rapport builder
b. Information collector
c. Information disseminator
d. InfOrmation processor
e. Efficiency expert

2. Functions:

3.

4.

5.

a. An .effective rapport builder- If you are helpful you will develop and maintain a
relationship that facilitates the infotmation exchange process. Interact with the
interviewee in such a way that it encourages him/her to explore and discu
meaningful topics and allows of information given.

b. An effective information collector- an effective information collector you must
collect sufficient information from the interviewee in a facilitative fashion. Knowing
how to do so is Important.

c. An effective information disseminator.- Not only is information needed from the
interviewee, but the interviewee needs information from you to participate in the
helping`` process. Therefore, if you are helpful, you will know not only \vhal infor-
mation the interviewee needs but how to communicate that Tryormation the most
helpful way.

d. An effective information processor-A large'amount of data is collected during the
Interview. Process that information In such a manner that it becomes useful for
assisting the IntervOwee.

e. An efficiency. expert - There are certain reality factors that cannot be avoided in
_ helping. TheAnifed amount of time one has to spend with the other person, many

people to s , demand for your time, etc. are but a few. Hence, effective inter-
viewers will cony out the above roles in an efficient manner. They will collect, dis-
seminate, and process information, within a facilitative climate; with little or no
wasted effort. .

'
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Overview of Components
Page 12 of Workbook

The following training components of Systematic interviewing Skills h e been developed to
help you carry out the functions listed on the preceding page in the m° t effective and efficient
manner.

1. Systematic Interview Programming

a. 'Attracting
b. Planning
c. Structuring

2: Information Exchange

a. Information Dissemination
b. Information.Collection

3 Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques

a. Positioning
b. Observi6g

ng
c. Listenin
d. Organi

4 Veratil Inte action Techniques

a. Continue
b. Restricted-Focus
c. Exploratory-Focus
d. Check
e. Declarative .

f. Self-Expressive
g. Interpretive

5. Interaction Profiles

a. The Listener
b. The Interrogator
c. The Explorer
d. The Reflector
e. The Informer
f. The Self-Expresser

g. The Interpreter

74L
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Objectives of Systematic interviewing Skills Training
Page 13 of Workbook

16

1. To define and-teach those basic interviewing skills which influence the quality of infor-
mation exchange within the interview.

2. To expand your response options enabling you to become a skilled interactionist in carry-
ing oUt your major function of exchanging information within the interview.

3 Identify moment-to-moment responses used to collect and disseminate information,

4. Identify response modes/styles and interaction profiles.

5 Suggest a response style that will facilitate the, most self-expression thug enhancing the
information exchange process.

6 Provide a set of tools which will allow you to evaluate your interview behavior.

7 The purpose of this training is not to teach personal adjustment counseling skills. Persondl
adjustment counseling requires additional skills beyond those taught in this program. The
focus here is on interviewing, not counseling

8

9
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Systematic Interview Programmin6

Introduction to Trainer
This section presents the definition, ratisnale, and objectives .of Systematic InterView Pro-

gramthing.systematic Interview Programming is then broken into three stages: attracting the
interviewee, planning the interview, and -structuring the interview setting. The definition,
rationale, and guidelines for carrying out each step are presented. Trainees are asked to
contrast the' impact of effective and ineffective Systematic Interview Programming activities
cind'are given the opportunity to proctiaathe suggested techniques. The objectives of this
section are to influence the trainee to:

A Program interviews systematically.-

2. Take actions that Increase the likelihood of a perso)) appearing for an interview.\
..' 3 Develop interview objectives and strategies to achieve those objectives.

.Aret,

4. Structure the interview setting so as to enhance the information exchange process

When presenting material from this section utilize only those points under each major
category you deem appropriate for your group. Additional space is provided for you to add
your own points..

.

Definition of Systematic Interview Programming.
Page 17 of Workbook

e
1. Systematic Interview Programming refers to.those actions token prior to the interVitvlo:

' a. Attract the interviewee and encourage his/her arrivingh fOr an interview.'

b. Plan the interview by developin objectives and strategies to achieve those objectives.

c. Structure the interview setting so as to faeilitate the information exchange process.

2. Hence, the focus of Systematic Interview Programming is bttactions directed at Attracting,
Planning, and Structuring.

3. ti
r

4.

5.' .>
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Rationale or Importance of Systematic IneiNiewprograaiming
Page 17 of Workbook

1. There is an infinite variety of "Wrong" strategies and only a few "Right" strategies. There
is an infinite variety of "Wrong" ways to conduct an interview and -only a few "Right"
ways, Systematic Interview Programming.enhances your chances of employing,"Right"
strategies and conducting an Intern/Jew the "Right" way.

2. Much time is wasted in preparing an interview if the inteMewee 4ecomes a "no-tow."
Attracting actions help induce and motivate the inteMewee to show. -

3. You might be overwhelmedwith the massive amount of data about a person that "could,
be" related to his/her goals. It is easy to become bogged down in interaction and lase
sight of productive objectives for guiding the interifieve qt, "
Planning actions facilitate a goal-directed "game-plan" at will serve to give direction\t6
the interview. It will aid you in knowing where you are, where you have beefs pnd where you
still need to go in the information exchange process.

4. The information exchange process is facilitated by attending to environmental variables,
% interviewee variables, and self variables in a systematic way. `AffractIng, Planning,

and-Structuring actions enable one ta,attend to thoseyariables.
, C

5. ,

6.

7.

Objectives of Systematic Interview Programming
page 17 of Workbook

4

birt--...,..

1. To motivate the interviewee to came for an Intern/Jew.

2. To enable one to guide the interview systematically. o ),
3. 10 create an environment conducive to effective information exchange.

4. To build.ln success for your intevievi. i
5.

6.

A
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Step I - Attracting the hiterviewee

Definition of Attracting
Pdge 18 of Workbook

1--Attracting refers to activities that are intended to draw forth a desired response from the
interviewee.

2. Attracting is an attempt to motivate or induce a person to desire an interview.

3. Attfacting refers to the act of appealing to a persoh to insure his/her appearance at an
interview.

4. Attracting includes informing a persbn of the who, what, when, where, why, and how of the
interview in such a way that it encourages or motivates a person's desire to come.

5.

6.

-7.

Rationale or Importance of Attracting
1 People must appear for services before they can be effectively served by your agency or

organization. . - --,-

2. There is some evidence to suggest that you must do more than-simply make appoint-
ments and expect a person to appear. The person's appearance Is not an adomatic
event regardlEiss of his/her needs. ,.,.

,-

/ 3. In fact, a study done of persons referred from one psychiatric hospital to.,a community-
based rehabilitation center indicated that approximately trio- thirds Jailed to appear.*

4. .
c.

/
:

. . i.;,. , ,5.

6.

'Wolkon, G.W. "Characteristics of Clients and Continuity of Care into the Comm unity:" Commullty Whtal Health
Journal, 1970, 6, 215-221. ;.

Objectives of Attracting
1. To maximize the possibility tttat a person will appear for'service. .

2. To increase your effectiveness at motivating others.

3.

4.

a

./7
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Guidelines for Effective Attracting*
Page 19 of Workbookr;--

1. Deiki-e-upo r your mode of communication. L-----
Elaborati n by Trainer:
'How do yo usually make your interview appointments? ft may be by phone,
in writing, r in person. This may depend on your agency's/organization's
general pra Ice and on the particular person you are making the appointment
for. Take Into consideration all variables in deciding On how to extend Your
invitation.

2. Decide to whom tke invitation will be extended.

Elaboration by Trainee' ,

In most cases this will be to the intervieWee,but in some cases, it may be to a
person's parents, girdrdian, spouse, etc.

3 Be sure the person knows exactly who the interview is witit,

Elaboratign by Trainer: ,

Identify yourself and your agency/organization clearly.

4. Inform the person of what will happen. ,- .

Elaboration by Trainer:
For example, this is an initial screening interview.

5. Inform the person of where the interview will take place.

Elaboration-by Trainer:
For example, 2631 South Elm Street, The Dyer Building, Room 33. Sornetimes a

. more precise location might be required, especially if there is,no receptionist,
such as third floor, fourth door on the right at the end of the hall afteryou get off
the elevator.

6:inform the person of how to get to the interview.

Elaboration'by Trainer:
If this is the Initial Interview for the interviewee; you may send a map outlining
how to get to your office. More specific instructions about what to do upon
arrival might be called'for, such as "Report to Mrs. Harris at the front desk and
tell her*you have an appointment with me. She will dirdct you to my office."

7.. Inform the person of when the Intervliw will take place.

Elaboration by Trainer:
The time and date-of4be interview. For example, 10 a.m., Thursday, February 16. ,

8. Inform the person of the general purpose or the why of the Interview.

ElpboratIon by Trainer: .

For example, "To talk about how this agericy may help you."

9.

tia

a

'Adapted from Anthony, W.; Pierce, R.; Cohen, M. TM Skills of Dlagnoldlc Planning. Amherst, MA, Carkhuff Institute of
HurnorrIechnology, 1979.
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9. Encourage the person to appear by presenting him /her with a personal
.
reason to appear

Elaboration by Trainer:
Stress and emphasize the specific benefits that the appearance may bring.
Communicate that it will be to the person's advantage to come.to the inter-'
view. -Tpe general forritat for hdoing this Is: "I understand t t (Informationit

regarding the persons possible interest in your agency/or anizatlon). I

(personal expression of your interest in the persOn)." Asexample is found on
page 21 of your Workbook.

10 Whenever possible, attempt to get a personal commitment from the person.

Elaboration by Trainer. . ,
If you are extending an invitation by phone or personal Coptactatiempt to get
the ptrson to commit Jo coming. You may say something like Will you be
there?" or any question or statement that encourages the person to indicate
that they will show for the interview.. j

,11. Follow-up if necessary.

Elaboration by Trainer:
SOrrietimes it may be ,necessaN to follow-up your initial invitation with a re-
minder, especially if your initial ir*'itation was issued several weeks or months
befdre the scheduled interview.

Ask trainees to suggest other guidelines for AttractingThe interviewee. Discuss each.

12.

13.

14.

0.

a.

I
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Demonstrate Ineffecthie Attracting
Ask trainees to` turn to page 20 of their workbook and cccriplete Elercise 1.

Demonstrate Effective Attracting
Ask tkrinees to'turn to page 21 of their workbook andscomplete Exercise

. .

Practice Attracting
1. Ask trainees to turn to page 22 of their workbook and complete Exercise 3.

2 Mk trainees to turn.to page 23 of their workbook and complete Exercise 4.

Note to'Trainer: For Exercise 4 you might suggest.half of the groUp develop a
statement for an initial interview and half for a subseqtfnt interview

1

Additional or Alternate Attracting Exercises

V

/

.4

.4
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Summary of Attracting

1. Attracting action may seem like such a simple skill that it need not be addressed. But
remember, there-are many "no shoWs" for interviews.

2. Attracting will maximize the possibility that a person will "show" for the interview.

3. Inform the person of the who, what, when, where, how, and why of the interview.

4. Add a personal note to communicate the possible benefits of the inteiview for the client.

5. Watch your "no shows" decrease.

Self-Assessment
ON,

a

Ask trainees to turn to page 24 of their workbook and complete the self- assessment guide

2?
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Step II - Planning the Interview

Definition of Planning
Page 25 of Workbook

1. Planning refers to formulating a? rogram of action for the interview.

2. Planning involves determining cpjectives and developing strategies to achieve those
objeltives.

3 The result of Planning is thedevelopment of one or more of the following types of objectives
with discussion topics to achieve those objectives:

. General objectives - objectives that you would want to achieve with every person Page
25 of the Participant's Workbook presents a partial list of some general objectives for
the initial interview.

b Specific objectives - objectivessieveloped for a specific person. These are individual-
ized objectives that may not be appropriate for everyone. Page 25 of Participant's
Workbook presents examples of possible speCific objectives.

c Moment-to-Moment objectiVes - general and specific objectives are established prior
to the interview. Moment-to-Moment objectives are, those objectives that arise asa
result of interaction during the interview. They are riot planned befoiehand. As a
result of interaction during the interview you may becOme aware of a very important
topic that needs to be explored. Hence, your objective becomes to explore such
topics in depth and in a systematic fashion. The exploration of personal adjustment
problems often becomes a Moment-to-Moment objective. Page 25 of Participant's
Workbook presents examples of possible Moment-to-Moment objectives.

4.

5.

6.

Rationale or importance of Planning
Page 25 of Workbook

Present the following:

1. Planning facilitates therinformation exchange prOcess during the interview, w-hereas the
absence of Planning retards that process.

Z The absence of effective Planning actions results in wasted time, inadequate information,
and possible damage to rapport.

or ask:

1. Why is Planning important? What would you hope to accomplish by Planning? List the
results of Planning:

2. What would you expect to happen in the absence of Planning? List the results of poor
Planning.

28
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Guidelines for Effective Planning

Page.26 of Workbook

1. Develop a general "game plan" which will guide your activities no matter who is being
interviewed.

Elaboration by Tra Inot
t There are certain topics that need to be discussed with everyonetduring an

interview, especially an initial interview. There are also objectives that are
appropriate for every interview. Be aware of these objectives and 'discussion
topics and develop your "game plan" accordingly.,A suggested guide for
developing this plan is found on the top of page 27 °tithe Participant's Work-
book. The rest of page 27 of the Participant's Workbook presents an example in,,-' ,

condensed form of how this is carried out in an initial interview.

2. Develop specific objectives for each person as appropriate.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Oftentimes you may have informatidn about the person prior to the interview

. (e.g., from referral source, old files, personal knowledge). Hence, you may
be able to develop specific objectives for that individual person that would not
be objectives to achieve with e one..)(4

3. Allow your general and specific p interview objectives to be moderated by moment-to-
moment objectives thdt develop during the interview.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Stay attuned to what the person Is experiencing. A Moment-to-Moment objec-
tive may take precedence °verb general or specific objective. the discussion of
personal adjustment problems may arise during the course of the interview.
Explore them in depth even though not planned for. Attending to Moment-to-
Moment objectives will have a lot to do with the success you will have in
achieving your general and specific objectives.

4. Do not become so involved in the content of forms that you miss what Is really being
communicated. Be aware of what is happening the person and respond appropriately.

Elaboration by Trainer:
This guideline is'very much related to th °preceding one. Oftentimes there are
many forms to be completed, especially during the initial interview. In fact, your
primary "game plan" may consist of only the objective 'to complete forms.
Hence, you can get so Involved in achieving that goal that you forget you have

*a "person" there. Respond first to the person. Make every effort to keep your -
interview person- oriented as opposed to form-oriented.

5. Develop interview objectives and strategies in written form. Do not rely on y6ur memory for
all topics that shouicfrbe discussed.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Experienced interviewers may scoff at this guideline but it is still a principle worth
thinking about. It is very easy to forget a relevant topic in the absence of a
written step-by-step plan. That is why most pe6ple have a shopping list before
going grocery shopping. They may know exactly what they want. But how
many of you have forgotten a very important item in the absence of a grocery list?
Airline pilots also utilize a "checklist" when preparing the plane for take-
off. Imagine the consequences of forgetting an important item there.
Most, of you may' know exactly what needs to be discussed during an
Interview,Writing ItTeOwn ensures Its coverage. It very well may save a great deal
of time in the long run. Taking the time to record your plan is an efficiency step.

29 27
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6. Review objectives prior to each interviewee contact.

Elaboration by Trainer:
A review of interview objectives prior to the person's arrival should provide
purpose, and direction fbr the subsequent interview interaction. This will help
you know exactly what you want to discuss to accomplish your objectives.

7. Inform the interviewee of the interview objectives.

Elaboration by Trainer:
By reviewing your "game plan" prior to the interview, you become aware of all
the topics you want to discuss. When you Inform the interviewee of those
objectives, the person becomes aware of what needs to be covered during the
interview. The result may be that the interviewee learns to approach the inter-
view in the same goal-oriented systematic manner as you. The chances that all
topics will be covered will thus be enhanced.

8. Be flexible. Do not rigidly and inflexibly impose your "game plan" on the interviewee.

Elaboration by Trainer: - ,

There is a difference between being systematic and being 'rigid. The best
"game plan" in the world may go out the window once the person arrives
All your.written objectives may have to wait as a result of a More important

moment-to-moment objective. Remember, stay attuned to your intenfiewee-e-
and systematically, but flexibly, achieve your objective*.

Ask trainees to suggest other guidelines for Mooning the interview. Discuss each.

9.

10.

11.

28
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Demonstrate Ineffective Planning
Tell trainees they can turn to page 3 of Typescript Manual and follow types

an excerpt from one of Tom James' Interviews. At the conclusion of the excerpt
complete Exercise 1 on page 28 of Workbook.

44 as you play
trainees to

Demonstrate Effective Planning
Tell trainees they can turn to page 9 of their Typescript Manual and follow the typescript as

you plan on excerpt from another Torn James interview. At the conclusion of the interview ask
trainees to complete Exercise 2 on page 29 of Workbook.

Practice Planning
Trainees will now begin to develop a "general game plan" for an initial interview. Instruct

them to do the following exercises:

1. Turn to Workbook, page 30, and complete Exercise 3. Following completion of that exer-
cise, discuss objectives as a total group.

2: Have trainees complete Exercise 4 on page 31. Following completion, discuss as a total
. group,

3. Turn to Workbook, page 32, and complete Exercise 5. Following completion, disc ss as a
total group.

4. Trainees should now have at least a tentative planfor an initial interview. Point out thatwhat
they have in their plans are general objectives. They may develop some additional,
specific objectives and additional topics to discuss in order to achieve those specific
objectives based on the information they have about the particular person they will
be seeing.

5. Inform trainees that the remainder of the program will cont of discussing those things
that will help them carry out the systematic format presented on pages 30, 31, and 32.

A For example, point out that you have already slivered two important areas under the
heading "What is the most effective and efficient way to exchange information and achieve
objectives." Those are (a) Attract the interviewee, motivating him/her to come to the
interview, and (b) Plan the interview. Knowing what you are afterwill certainly enhance your
chances of getting it.

Additional or Alternate Planning Exercise

31
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Summary of Planning.

.1. Planning allows you to develop an interview plan that includes the objectivei and strate-
gies for-achieving those objectives.

2. Three different typeof objectives were discussed.

3. Planning allows you to provide direction to the interview and ensure effectiwo Interviewing.

4.

5.

6.

A

Self-Assessment
Ask trainees to turn to page 33 of their workbook and complete the sex- assessment guide.

o
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Step III -- Structuring the Interview Setting

Defln Mon of Structuring
'Page 34 of Workbook

A

,. . . .

1. Structuring refers to arranging contextual variables so that they facilitate rather than retard
the information exchange process.

2. Arranging the immediate setting of the InteMew so that It will be most conducive to the
exchange of information.

3. Arranging the environment in such a way that interest in the interviewee is communicated.

4.

5.
A

6.

1

I

Rationale or Importance of Structuring
Rig 34 of Workbook .

Present the following:

1. Physical arrangement of the interview setting can facilitate or retard the exchange of
information.

2. Physical dimensions of the helping setting are related to whether the interviewee Initiates
and invests him/herself in the information exchange process.

or ask: s

1. WO Ods Structuring important? What can be achieved by Structuring activities? List the results
of effective Structuring.

2. What would be the consequences of poor Structuring? List the results of ineffective Structur-,
ing actions. ->

.

I.

,

. .,

33 .
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Guidelines for Facilitative Stniciuring
Page 35 of Workbook

1. Arrange furniture so as not to have physical barriers between you and the interviewee
Place chairs opposite each other.

Elaboration by Trainer:
A desk is helpful when completing forms, but try to arrange your Chair, the
interviewee's chair, and the desk so as not to have the other person sitting
across from you on the other side of the desk. Barriers between you and the
person you're interviewing may become a barrier to open communication
and retard the information exchange process. Barriers most often communi-
cate negative rather than positive things. Along with eliminating a possible
barrier to open communication, ,this will allow you to observe the person more
fully, a topic that will be discussed in depth later.

2. Whenever possible have chairs of lame or similar type and of equal height.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Have you ever noticed the difference in chairs in most helping professions?
Usually the interviewer has a large, padded, swivel Chair and the interviewee
has a small straight-backed unpadded one. What do you suppose might get
communicated to the interviewee with that kind of chair arrangement? To
avoid negative communication try to have your chairs of similar type and
equal height. This communicates a sense of equality and partnership and-will
enhance the achievement of objectives.

at furniture is comfortable.

Elaboration by Trainer: 43

If the interviewee is very uncomfortable, he/she may be more intent on getting
the interview over with than exchanging information. Whenever it is in your
power, s'ee to it that your furniture facilitates the information exchange process
and does not retard it. °

4. Control noise or distracting variables, phone calls, knocks at the door, outside noise, etc.

Elaboration by Trainer.
Try to prevent the inforMation exchange process from being interrupted. Utilize
"DO NOT DISTURB" signs, have secretary hold calls, etc. Also close windows If
necessary td cdetrol outside noise. Do not have the interviewee competing
with distractions.

5. Provide a meeting place wire confidentiality can be assured.

Elaboration by Trainer:.
Do not expect the interviewee to provide a great deal of meaningful and
relevant personal information in a meeting place where confidentiality is
lacking. Since much information of a personal nature is often needed in your
Interviews to achieve objectives, Interview the person in a setting conducive to
confidentiality:

6. Put away things you dp not wish the I tewiewee to see.

Elaboration by Trainor:
Files of other persons, papers,
lunch, Playboy, Playgirl, etc. s
ing your office if you do not
an4ing that might distr
exchlange process.

.32

s, medical and psychological repoits, your
uld be put away prior to the InteMewee enter-

nt him/her to see them. Keep your desk clear of
the person and interfere with the information

I
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7. Control temperature within the interview setting.

Elaboration by Trainer:
The inteMewee should be made as comfortable as possible. An inteMew
setting that is too hot or too cold is not conducive to exchanging information.

$

8. Control lighting within the inteMew setting.

Elaboration by Trainer:
The inteMew setting shOuld be as pleasant as possible. Proper lighting can=
facilitate the information exchange process whereas poor lighting may not.

9. Be sure the inteMew setting is accessible.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Check to be sure the inteMewee can get intoyour office. Look for obstacles in
the aisle. Remove boxes, arrange file cabinets, etc. so that the interviewee will
not be bothered with eurining an obstacle course.

10. Personalize the inteMew setting:

Elaboration by Trainer:
Attempt to create a warm setting as opposed to q cold-hard one. Decoration
is one way you might do that. if you usually.interview people with similar
backgrounds and taste your degorations might reflect the person's frame of

. reference and make him /her feel welcome and relaxed.

Elaboration by Trainer: - .

Be sure sufficient time is allowed to achieve youi interview objectives. Be aware
° pf scheduling, and avoid scheduling too many pebple for to short a period.

Ask trainees to suggest other guidelines for StcucrUring the interview setting. Discuss each.

11. Structure the inteMew time.

12.

4
13.

14.

c,

U
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Demonstrate Ineffective Structuring
.

Ask trainees to turn to page 36 of their workbook and complete Exercise 1_

Demonstrate Effective Structuring
Ask trainees to turn to page 37 of their workbook And complete Exercise 2.

Demon Stratton Ineffecffve Structuring. ,..

p
. I

Play tae 0 structuring Fiercise 3 demonstrating ineffective structuring, 'e Otive structuing, anxcerpt from one
: .

°,, of Tom James' interviews. Ask trainees to turn to page 38 of workbook and list examples of poor
structuring. Trainees will probably note the following: . ..

_

1. Outside noise
-2. Phone ringing

3. Interruptions

Demonstration Effective Structuring
Play tape of structuring Exercise 4 demonstrating effective structuring, another excerpt from

Tom James' interview. Ask trainees to turn to page 38 of their workbook and Compare and
contrast this interview segment with the preceding-one. Trainees will probably note the
followipg about the latest interview segment:

1. No utside noise
2. Phon does not ring
3. No int ptions ,

A. Inforrna on exchange is not impeded

PractileStructuring
Direct trainees,to Exercise 5 n page 38, 6f their workbook.

Additional or Attemcile Structuring Exercises

Self- Assessment

43,

Ask trainees to turn to page 39 of their workbook and Complete the self-asseisment guide.
A
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Summar/ of Systematic Interview PrOgramli-ning
Page 40 of Workbook

1. Systematic Interview Programming refers to Attracting the interviewee, Planning the
interview, and Structuring the interview setting.

. 2. This allows you to engage the interviewee, create a climate that fosters the information
exchange process, and guide-the interview in a systematic fashion.

3. if you do this effectively, the chances of the interviewee showing are enhanced, direction
will Pe provided to the interview, and time will noibe wasted. Oblectives will be achieved
and the interviewee will feel at ease and want to exchange information.

4. The absence of or-poor interview programming may result in: (1) the interviewee not
showing, (2) wasted time, (3) the interviewee being "turned off," (4) many distractions,-

,t ,:(5) the information exchange process being retarded, and (6) failure to achieve your
objectives.,

Point
This section-has presented .some of the important Ingredients for effective interviewing. A

'format for programming an interview fpr,success has aeen offered..That format is: °

1. What are my objectives tot this interview?

2. What information does the interviewee need to achieve those',oblectives?

3. What information do I need to achieve those objectives?

4. What is the most effective- andefficient way to go about exchanging this information gnq
achieving mOSAbjectives?

The remainder of the training program is designed to assist yoLiin implementing the abo,
format. The next section, on information exchange, well help you determine the topics that
should be discussed during an interview. Subsequent section, exchange information via
non-verbal interaction techniques and verbal responding, will focus on how to go about that
process in the mast 'effective and efficient way.

5. You now have one more answer to the question on page 32 of your workbook. What is the
most effective and efficient way to exchange information? That answeTisStructure the
interview setting.

6. Page 41 of your workbook indicates how the Systematic Interviewing format has been
Implemented thus far.

7. Let's turn our attention Jo Questions 2 & 3=-What information does the interviewee need
and what Information do-you need?

O

4 1%
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e.

Information Exchange During the Interview Process
..

Introduction to Trainer
This section provides an extension of the planning discussion and focuses on the two

aspects of information exchangeinformation dissemination and information collection. The
definitions, rationale, and objectives of information exchange are presented and then infor-
mation exchange is divided into: Step I, information dissemination and Step II, information
collection. Each step is defined andthe rationale and objectives presented. Efftoctive and
ineffective application of those guidelines are demonstrated and contrasted, and trainees
receive the opportunity to ptactice each step. The objectives of this section are:

1. lo emphasize the importance of information dissemination.

2. To teach Te types of information that are helpful during the interview.

3. To teach a helpful style of disseminating information. .

4. To.teach the types of information necessary to collect duringtiqr interview.

5. TO teach a helpful information collection style,

When presenting material from this section, utilize only those points under each major
category that you deem-appropriate for yOUr group.

)
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t"14, Definition of Informixtion Exchange
Page 45 of Workbook

1. Information exchange refers to the procIns of collecting information from the Interviewee
and disseminating information to the interviewee.

2. It is the process of reducing the blind, hidden, and unknown dimensions of information
awareness and increasing the known dimension leading to the achievement of
'objectives.

3.

Rationale or Importande of Information Exchange
Page 45 of Workbooks

1. The exchange of information plays a major role in the interview. Only through effective
information exchange can you achieve, your goals. A

2. If you are to help the interviewee, you will need a great deal of 1 formation frorRthe inter-
.

yiewee.

3. In order to become fully Involved in the helping pTcess, the rviewee will need a great
deal of information from you.

4. Your goals ilnd objectives can only be accomplished through effective information.
exchange.

5.

Objectives of Information Exchange
Page 45 of Workbook

1. Jo achieve one's objectives for the interview,

2.. To give the interviewee the information necessary for achieving thoseihjectives.

3. To get information from the Inter-wee that is necessary for achieving those objective

. .
. , , . 40
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Step I - information Dissemination

Defifition of Informallon Dissemination
Pogo 46 of W ook

, .

1. InfOrmaffon dissemination refers to the process of gMng the person you are interviewing
information that is not readily available to him/her. .

2. Information dissemination includes both the kinds or types of information useful to that
person and the style and manner In which it is given.

3. Types of inforMation that may prove useful to the inteMewee will vary dependingon the
specific .inteMeW involved. However, during the initial contact with theinterviewee the
following major categories of information might prove helpful. ,

O. A description of your agency /organization /section and its role and function as it
relates to the interviewee.

b. A desCriptiomof your role and function.

c he IhteMOWee's rights.

d. The InteMeweds responsibilities.
.,

'4. Information dissemination style refers to a manner of gMng information that encourages
the other person's participation and involvement.

Rationale or importance of Information Dissemination
Pogo 46 of Workbook

1. Information dissemination effectiveness will have a lot to do with the degree to which the
interviewee invests him/herself in your program.

2. Information dissemination effectiveness should positively influence inteMewee motivation.

3. Info:I:nation dissemination effectiveness helps to humanize the InteMew process by
invoMng the inteMewee more in that process.

4. The degree of information dissemination effectiveness can retard or facilitate yourrapport
with the inteMewee.

Do FollowIng.Exercise to Demonsirearl ins Importance of Information Distemlnation

To demonstrate the Importance of information dissemination and the impact it may have
on interviewee motivation apd the Interviewer/Interviewee relationship, I would like for you to
really get yourself Into the follOwing situation. Just sit back, relaX, and listen to the following:

You are in your office and you receive a call from the State Capitol, Office of
Mr. Smith, Director of all Agerici/ Personnel Transportation. Mr. Smith informs
you that you have been selected, based on your profile, for referral to a new

"Feckral Agency. You are to report to a Dr. Fairface, who Is the ao-encys local
restoration analyst. Yod try to get a little mprelhformation, but Mr. Smith main-
tains he's not entirety familiar with the new agency. He does assure you that
working with them Is In your best Interest. He says that basically they are con-; cemed with placement and replacement of state employees such as yourself
In an effort .to help people realize social gain rind their maximal human
potential.
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You meet with Dr. Fairface thabIldwing day for an Initial interview. On page
47 of your workbook is a summary of what you found out and were instructed
to do during yourfirst meeting. Review page 47 of yourworkbook and then use
page 47 to write down additional questions you would have and any personal
reactions you might have to such a meeting.

Instruction to Trainor:
Allow time for participants to review the Summary of Meeting Form and to write

clOwn the questions they might have.

Request that the participants report the questions they woad have and their
reactions to such a situation.rfacilitate discussion and identify parallels with
their initial interviews.

Possible Points that might be made:

1. There are many parallels between this situation and your initial interviews.

a. Being selected for referral to an unknown agency/organization/
section.

b. Theconfusing agency terminology "referral status."

c. Your title (e.g., social worker, evaluator, counselor, psychologist)

d. "Helping" agency.

2. Knowing "how much" and "what kind" of control any intervening force has
over you is very important.

3. Any security Is better than no security.

4. Another person'sIdea of self-improvement may not appeal to you.

Objectives of Information Dissemination
Page 47 of Workbook

1. To give the interviewee infoimation thdt may not be readliNigrvallable to him/her from
other sources.

OPro involve the interviewee in the decision making process.

3. To promote independence.

4. To encourage motivation.

5. To enhance rapport.
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-. Guidelines for Foci! e Informs Ion Dissemination
Page of W

Not* to Tiainor
You may want to dMde the group I s/)triads and asst n each a guideline with the task of
developing an example of how to pply that guidelin in a specific situation.

The first 5 guidelines pertain pecifically to your initial bontact wItti.the, interviewee. The
remaining guidelines pertain of only to the first interview but to all subsequent interviews.

1. Explain the role and function of your agency /organization /section.

Elaboration by Trainer:
The purpose of this guideline is to ensure_thatifie person you are interviewing
has a general understanding of your agency/organization/iection and can
make an adequatb decision as to whether or not he/she can be best served
by your agency/organization/section. This might include discussing, as
appropriate, such topics,as:

a. Your agency/organization/section's goals and objectives.

b. Any eligibility criteria required of your agency/organization/ ,

section.

c. The services offered by your agency/organization/section and
how they might benefit the person.

2. Explain how or why. the person was referred to your agency/organization/section,
appropriate.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Remember your experience with Dr. Fairface, and when appropriate explain to
the interviewee how/why they were referrid to your agency/organization/
section.

3. Bcplainyour role and function.

Elaboration by Trainor:
You very well may play many roles and perform many functions that relate to
the person you are Interviewing. Examples of possible rolesyou might play
include: ,

a. Advocate

b. Provider of services

c. Arranger of services

d. Team member.

Whatever your roles and functions are, facilitate the person's understanding of
what you do that relates to him/her.

4. Explain the confidential nature of your relationship with the person.

Elaboration by Trainor:
Confidentiality may be an Important issue to the interviewee. It is impoitant for
the person to know the limits of confidentiality regarding information collected
during the Interview. Failure to provide this Inform_ ation can result in much
information of a personal nature being withheld.
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5. Provide the interviewee with informatiot'regarding his/her rights.

_Elaboration by Trainer:
This information may have a lot to do with how-much the person geti involved
in yqur program. if he/she has rights such as the following, explain them to the

' person.

a Right to appeal and the appeal process

b. Right to administrative review anil the review process

c. Grievance procedures

d. Civil tights

e. Other

6. Explain the contents of 'any form the interviewee is asked to sign.

Elaboration by Trainer-
Inform the person of the purpose of each form and why their signature is
necessary.

7. Explain any actions and responsibilities required of the interviewee by your agency/
organization/section.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Thisinc iudes the what, why, when, where, and how of any actions or responsi-
bilities of the person. Such information makes the actions more purposeful and
may enhance the chances of the person carrying out those actions.

8. Ensure that your information dissemination is a vehible for promoting independence and
involvement.

Elaboration by Trainer:
When providinginformation, your primary responsibility is to better prepare the
person to make appropriate decisions. Therefore, avoid prOviaing inaccurate
or incomplete information and being selective or biased in your presentation
of information. Remember the person has a choice, so provide information
within a choice context.

9. Communicate information at the interviewee's level of understanding.

Elaboration by Tr0111011
When communicating information to the person utilize language that cor-
responds with his/her background. Avoid using confusing terminology, Jargon,
etc.

1(1. Avoid presenting too much information at "0 one shot" during the interview.

1 Elaboration by Trainor:
Too much information presented at one time can overwhelm a person. Too
much would be cbnsidered that amount which exceeds what the particular
person can assimilate at one shot.

11. Provide information in a well-timed fashion.

Elaboration by Trainer.
Information will be inappropriate if not given at the-right time.
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12. Make sure that the interviewee has understood the information provided.

Elaboration by Trainor: ,
a

You may ask the person to "feedback" his/her Interpretation of information
provided or use some other approach to determine the interviewee's levlof
comprehension.

13. Summarize the significant content of the interview discussion as tie interview approaches
Its end.

Elaboration by Trainor:
Ma this summary, It should be made clear to the perm ou are interviewing
those steps which you have agreed that yoU will take an at he/she will take
prior to your next interview. The purpose of subsequent interviews should also
be touched upon in this summary.

Ask trainees to suggest other guidelines for effective information dissemination. DiscUss
each. .. /
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Demonstrate Non-Facilitative Information Dissemination
1. Play tape/slide presentation of non-facilitative information dissemination.

ainees to do Exercise 1 on page 49 of their workbook.

46

Demonstrate Facilitative Information Dissemination,
1. Pity tape/slide presentation cit facilitative inf9rmation disserrtiation.

2. Ask trainees to do Exercise 2 On page 50 of their workbook.

Practice Information Dissemination
A. Expanding Game Plan

1. Ask trainees to return to the plan they are developing kir an initial InteivIew on page 30
of their Workbook. Instruct them to add any topics to the "Information to give to
interviewee" that were not included and they now see as necessary.

p. Rokt-Play

1. Ask trainees to pick one, or rwo topics to practice disseminating iri`pairs.

2. Pair trains s and allow about 2-3 minutes for practice.

3. Switch roles nd repeat.

4
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SUMMaty of Information Disse anon )

Direct Trainees to page 51 of their workbook.

Review of Guidelines for Information Dissemination
in summary, the following information dissemination guidelines can be considered when

disseminating information to the Interviewee durinb the initial and subsequent Interviews.

1. Infbrmation is to be provided to the persbn to' promote independence and to involve the
person in the decision making process. The interviewee becomes better prepared to make
appropriate decisions when he/she has sufficient information with whldh to make those
decisions.

2. Specific information needed by the person you are interviewing might include:

I. The role and function of your agency/organization/section

a. What it is

b. What it is not

c. Eligibility criteriaj any

d. Eligibility process

e. Services provided

f. Potential contribution of services for reaching objectives

g. The referral process

II. Your role and function

a. As an arranger/coordinator of services

b. As a dkect provider of services

C. As an advocate

d. As a team-member

III. Confidentiality '

IV. Rights of the person being interviewed
1-1-A

a. Right of appeal

b. The appeal process

c. Right to administrative review /,d. Chill rights.
- V. Responsibilities of the person being interviewed

-, VI. -Other

_ 3. The manner In which Information Is disseminated is Important. Hence, judgement is called
upon to consider such things as:

a. Language level used

b. Arno-unt of information

c. Timing of Information

4. Finally, a summarization of the significant content of the Interview discussion might prove
helpful to both you and the person_ interviewed.
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Information Dissemination

Turn to page'52 of Workbook

r

(3)

What It Is: Providing intervieweR with information or data that are not
readily available to him/her.

What It Does: Enhances interviewee's decision making ability and facilitates
, . effective joint planning.

Reduces the blind dimension of interviewee's knowledge and
facilitates a positive relationship.

,.
Now To Do ft: .Know the type of information needed byithe person and pro-

vide it while attending to: Language used, amount given, and
' timing.

When and Where To Do It: Throughout your contact with the Interviewee, with special
emphasis on the early phase and especia Ity the initial interview.

. Why It Works:

di

, .

Ask trainees to complete self - rating guide on page 53 of their workbooks.

self-Assessment

.,

...\

i
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Integrciting the Components
Page 54 of Workbook

Utilize the relevant inforMation awareness matrix and the Systematic interview Programming
Format to discuss where you hcive been and where you are going in the training program.

A. Systematic Interview PrograMmIng FormatFrom the Interviewer's perspective,

1. A review of the component just covered has helped you focus on question number
two: What information does the interviewee need tobchieve objectivks and to some
degree question number 4: What is the most effective and efficient way to exchange
information, See page 54 of workbook.

2. When we talked about specific types of information such as role and function of your
agency, ygur role and function, the interviewee's rights and responsibilities and the
various topics arid subjects that provide the interviewee with information neededfor
him/her to participate in the decision making process and become an active involved
partner in your infelview, we helped answer question number 2. Hopefully you have
realized the importance of effective information dissemination and have expanded
your plan you are developing on page 30 of your workbook.

3 When we talked about styles of disseminating information we helped answer question
number.4. By attending to language level used, amount-of information in one shot,
timing of information, making sure interviewees understand information: and
summarizing toward , the 'end of the interview, you ensure that, your information
dissemination is a vehible for promoting interviewee involvement and independence.

4. Let's see what effect this has on the information awareness matrix.

B. Relevant Informatiod`AwarenessFrom the Interviewee'i Perspective .

1 Explain. Your objective for the interview is to expand the known dimension of
information awareness. That is done by decreasing the blind, hidden, and unknown
dimension.

2. Information_dissemination effectiveness will facilitate the reduction of the person's
blind dimension by making known that information that has been blind to him prior
to the interview. INAi

3. Following effective information dissemination the informa ion awareness matrix might
look like the onon page 55 of your workbook. .

4 It is now time to turn our attention' to reducing the hid en dimension of relevant
information awareness. The interviewee has a great deal of information hidden from us
at the onstart Of the interview.

_05. That process is facilitated by focusing on question number 3 of the Systematic Interview
Programming FormatWhat information do I need from the interviewee to achieve
objectives?
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Step II - Information Colts ion
;

EffeCtiveness

Definition of Inform on Collection Effectilieness ,
Page Of Workbook

1. Information collection effectiveness is defined as the process of gathering information
from the interviewee to help achieve objectives.

2. Emphasis is placed on the quality andnot just quantity of information. It is thequality that
serves as the criterion of information collection effectiveness. Quality involves, to some
degree, quantity and style of gathering important information.

3. Therefore, emphasis will be placed on being selective in the informaro7iibught.-Although
it is rather easy to advocate a process .of selective inform.ation collection, it is difficult to
implement in practice. It requires a type.of "clinical intuition."

4. "Clinical intuition" can be thought of as the ability to sort information, integrate such,
formulate new questions, and proceed with the interviewee on the basis of still existing
informational gaps until you think that you have obtained an optimal interview-based

c, understanding of the it-Item/tree.

cip
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Ratincle, rtarOi ortaric&oi I nformatiori 'Collection Effectiveness
.4 iage.,5661 4 t ' 'tN5

..; <,.. FW VPresent .the following: 8:$ , . .d; 4:: )t.'t ,- . *5

1 You are responsible for "geffingto know" the pon:9Oi:tiire interview'. g-,. In ordetto do so,
much information, must be collected from .h161/httr. Earl*infeiVieyvs;are very important
stages for information collection, since at these Writs theintemeweehas an opportunity
to present his/her problem(s)/expeclatjons and provide much relevant baCkground
information necessdry for the achievement of your goals and ofijectiVes..

- ti\ ' 4
2. It is stressed that the greater the amount of relevant Inform?tion,a ir during the

intervi&, the better yOu will, be able to determine UriansWered quest slater, which
must be answered to achieve your goals .and objectives.

3. Unnecessary information gaps about the interviewee at the end of the interview can re sult

in (a) the failure to realize the Importance of arranging for certain typeq of services you
have available, and (b) the subsequent failure to meet gbals and objectives:/

or asic - .
, .

1. Why is Information Collection Effectiveness important? What would you. hope to.
,acc6mplish by being an effective information collector during the

ServieW?
List the

/possible results Of effective Information Collection. 4
. .

7

What would you expect to happen in the absence of effective Information Collection? List
the possible results of pc:six Information Collection.

' 0
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Guidelines for Facilitative; Information Collection
Page 57 of Workbook

4.1<now what you want to achieve durihd the interview.

Elaboration by Trainer:
This refers balk to the planning 'aspect of systematic inteview programming\
and simply means, know what your objectives are and the pics you need` to \
discuss in order to achieve those objectives.

2. eview any available pre-interview information On a person prior to the interview. That
review of already available information can provide a basis for developing an interview
plan for a particular person.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Pre-interview information can facilitate the development of specific objectives.
Such a review will cue the interviewer: (1) to what he/she already knows that
need not be discussed further, (2) to what he/she already knows that should
be discussed further with the persoh, and (3) to untapped areas of information
which still must-be explored. From this information, a plan can be developed. In
the total absence of an interview plan, time is wasted as direction Will
"deVelop" during the interview.

3. It is unnecessary to collect every concitable piece of information about the interviewee
in order to get a full understanding of him/her.

Elaboration by Trainer:
You would be operating in an inefficient manner and creating an unnecessary
burden for yourself if you attempted to collect every conceiyable piece of
information about the person. Some information will simply be irrelevant and
some can be inferred from other information. Think of each piece of infor-
mation as analogous to a piece of a jigsaw puzzle and the distinct picture
yielded by the completed puzzle as analogoUs to an accurate understanding
sought via the integration of all information available to the person. It is obvious
that not every piece of the jigsaw puzzle is necessary for the puzzle assembler
to draw the picture which'the puzzle will yield. Some puzzle pieces are totally
unnecessary to achieve such a task, some are of minor importance lqecause
their content can be fairly accurately inferred from the partial picture yielded by
the interlocking of several other puzzle pieces. This is also the case when it
comes to independent pieces of information and the deve-lopment`of an
accurate understanding of the interviewee.

4. A piece of information is important to collect if it will help you understand the interviewee.
.

Elaboration by Trainer:
The significance of a piece of information is-determined by its effect on your
ability to make differential predictions regarding-

1. likelihood of successful completion of your program and interviewee
satisfaction,

2, potential difficulties which might arise,

3. interventions necessary for overcoming such difficulties, and

4. probability of the success of such interventions overcoming difficulties.

ti
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5. Avoid a "facts with minimum meaning" information collection approach.

Elaboration by Trainer
Much of your time allocated for information collection could be wasted if a
"facts with minimum meaning" approach is utilized. A major problem inherent
in the "facte with minimurnimeaning" approach is that you obtain a partial
picture of the interviewee in a significant topic area, As a result, erroneous
deductions can lead to a failure in your program. Guideline number 6 can
help you avoid a "facts with minimum meaning" approach.

Note to Trainer: Solicit a topic area from trainees and demonstrate a "facts with minimum
Meaning" approach.

6. Facts-often gain in significance through additional exploration of related interviewee
feelings, actions, rind thinking.

Elabovstion by Trainer
Behaviorally orient your interview' by exploring the person's thinking, feling
and actions that relate to the facts being gathered. Regardless of the topic
area being explored, if you attend to how the person feels, what he/she
thinks, and the actions he/she is performing*r not performing those facts will
g-ain in significance.

My, Note to Trainer Using an example from 5, deMonstrafe how to explore the person's feelings,
thoughts,-and actions as they relate to the topic area.

_ 7. Systematic exploration of relevant topic areas during the interviewincreases the likelihood
that you will obtain "factual information with maximum meaning."

Elaboration by Trainer:
Systematic topical exploration occurs when you tend to focus on a topic until ft
has been optimally discussed or until the interyiew4initiates a topical switch.
The opposite of systematic topical exploration_ would be the shotgun

. approach characterized byfrequent jumping from topic to topic. A review of
your "game plan" prior to the interview can reduce the likelihood of the
shotgun approach occurring and can help prepare you to systematically
guide the interviewee to and thro gh relevant areas of 'discussion. .
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8. You will more likely learn more relevant information about the Interviewee If, while Inter-
viewing, you often cpvertly ask yourself questions about the person which tend to guide
your focus. For example:

a. 'What do I know about the interviewee?"

la! 'What -deg need to know about the interviewee?"

Elaboration by Trainer,/
When talking with a person, ask yourself questions about him/her whc4e
answers appear necessary fob an optimal understanding a the person. Thdse
questions tend to 'provide direction for guiding the interview interaction, They
aid you in knowing where you are (what you know already-and what you still
need to know) in the information collection process-and where to proceed
next. Covert questions act' as a guide to your overt information collection
behavior in such a way that the probability of achieving an optimal under-
standing of tpe interviewee is greatly increased.-This facilitates the develop-
i-nent of moment-to-moment objectives mentioned in the section about
panning.

4
In the-total absence of relevant covert queitions, relevant topics are more likely
to be discussed in a shotgun approach.. That often requits in

1. failure to explore any particular topic in depth, and

2. difficulty in summarizing and documenting what you know and What you
. need to know on ,any particular jelevant topic.

9. Use questions with moderation during the interview.

S

Elaboration by Trainer:
YQu need not apologize for asking the interviewee questions. Appropriate
questions can facilitate exaoration of the significance of-past and present
events which might otherwjse have been i r\ored by the interviewee. In
addition, questionstcan help the person to t 'nk that he/she is considered as
the most reliable source of inforni7Ition ab f him/herself. However, use tile
direct question approach in moderation. When questions are used in ,
moderation, the interviewee is more likely to perceive you as an "interested
partner' rather than a "grand inquisitor."--------- ...

10. When you already have information about thdlnterviewee, pretending not to.possess such
can be counter-productive. -

Elaboration by Trainer: 1

Violation of this rule carluidermine the interviewer/interviewee relationship by
creating a situation where interviewee cooperation is reduced as alesult of
lack of trust. Such behavior can also lead to you being perceived by the
interviewee as a "grand irvisitor" or a type of "government investigator." ,--,

. , Ask-trainees to suggest ofher guidelines for Effective Information Collection. Discuss each.

11.

12.

13.

O
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'Demonstrate NonFacilitative Information Collection

1. Play tape /slide demonstration of non-facilitative information collection.

2. Ask trainees to do Exercise 1 on page V of their workbook.

. - 4
Demonstrate FacilitatiVe Information Collection

1. Play tape/slide demonstration of facilitative information collection.

2. Ask trainees to do Exercise 2 on page 59 of their workbook.

. Practice Information bones:lion
A. Developing Information Collection Topic Areas

1. Trainee discussions: Turn to page60 of your workbook and develop major Information
Collection Categories and sub-topics to c#cuss for your initial interview.

2. An example of a Rehabilitation Counseling initial interview is illustrated on'page 61..

3. Following completion of exercisra How trainees to share their toPics with other trainees
who have similar job roles.

B. Expanding Game Plan

Ask trainees to reexamine the plan developed fOr an initial interview on page 30 of their
workbook. Instruct them to add any topics to the "information to get from interviewee".
that were not included but seen as necessary now.

C. RolePlay
1. Ask trainees to pick one or two topics to discuss in a role-play situation.

2. Pair trainees and allow about 3-4 minutes for practice..
3. Switch roles and repeat.

a
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Summary of Information Collection

Direct trainees to turn to page 62 of-their workbook.

4

Review of Guidelines for Informatiokeollection
Often it is helpful to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the interviewee dixing the

intervjew. 1TtiaLLincierstanding is greatly a function of your ability to achieve the objectives
found in your interview plan. Although, you do not have to collect every conceivable piece of
information about a person, obtairyas much informatibn as possible relevant to the achieve-
ment of your objectives.

More relevant inforthation will be yielded through your interviews if you:

1. Can discriminate,between relevant and irrelevant information to collect,

2. Have a pre-intake interview plan,

3. Systematically explore relevant topic areas,

.4.' Ask relevant questions at apprOpriate times but dO not act like a "grand inquisitor,"

S. Avoid a "facts with minimum meaning" infarmc:ition collection approach,

6. Focilitgte the developmenrof rapport by allowing the interviewee sufficient freedom to
express him/herself wittkr,1 a logically structured interview. How to do that will be the focus of
our next two sectionsNob-Verbal and Verbal Interaction Techniques.

o

SelfAssessment
Ask trainees to complete'setf-rating guide on page 63 of their workbooks.
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Integrating the Components
I.

Utilize the Systematic Interview Programming Format and the Relevant Information
Awareness Matrix to discuss where you have been and wriere you are going in the training
program.

A. Systematic Interview Programming Format
Direct trainees to page 64 in workbook.
1. The component just completed has helped you focus on question number 3 and to

continue yotir focus on questiont

2. The development of major information collection topic areas and sub-topics to
dilcuts have hopefully allowed you to expand the plan you are developing on page
30 of your workbook.

3. Some of the things' discussed in this component that have helped you answer
question 4 include the suggestions to be selective when collecting information, avoid
a facts wet minimum meaning informatiOn collection approach, be systematic, and
use questioy(s in moderation.

4. Let's see how this affects the information awareness matrix.

B. Information Awareness Matrix

1. Again your objective is to expand the known dimension of relevant information
awareness. You have already reduced the blind dimension by giving the interviewee
information needed to involve him/her in the process.

2. By following the guidelines in the Information Collection Component you'reduce the
hidden dimension 4pf relevant information by collecting information from the inter-
viewee that will help yo/'achieve your objectives.

3. Following both effective information dissemination and collection, the information
awareness matrix might now look like the illustration on page 65 of your workbook.

4. Informatidn that is known by both the interviewer and interviewee has now increased
a great deal by decreasingthe information that is not known by the interviewee and
interviewer. This facilitates a joint effort in achieving goals and objectives and alloWs
helping to be a partnership affair.

5. It is now time to continue fbcusing on question 4 of the Syst matic Interview Pro-
gramming Format and to examine how we exchange inform on with the interviewee'
in non-verbal ways.

6.
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Section V

Exchanging Information Via
Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques
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General Introduction to Section V

Exchanging Information.Via Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques

Introduction to Trainer

This section presents the definition, rationale, and objectives of Non Verbal Interaction
Techniques that are used to exchange information during the interview. Then, for training
purposes, Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques are presented in four steps: Positioning,
Observing, Listening, and Organizing. Each step is presented by defining each concept,
stating its rationale and objectives, and suggesting, principles for carrying out each step in an
effective manner. Facilitative and non-facilitative"use of the techniques are contrasted and
discussed and trainees are given the opportunity to practice and receive feedback on their
use of the techniques. The objectives of this section are:

1. To introduce and define a set of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques that serve to initiate
the helping process and facilitate the exchange of information.

2. To teach trainees the skills-of exchanging information in a non-verbal fashion.

3. To teach trainees the s Is of facilitating the information process.

4. To demonstrate the ective use of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques.

5. To contrast the impact of effective. and non-effective use of Non-Verbal Interaction
Techniques. d

.

6. To allow trainees the opportunity to practice Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques.

7.

8.

9. t
Mien presenting the material from this section, utiliZe as desired those points under each

--rnajbr category to achieve your owriobjectives with your particular group. Add pointsothat will
help you achieve your objectives. Utilize only those exercises for each step that seem most
appropride for your group. Beginning interviewers may benefit from all exercises whereas
experienced interviewers may need less practice.

5o
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Definition. of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques
Page 69 of Workbook

1. Nan Verbal Interaction Techniques are a group of helpful behaviors that initiate, in the
most helpful way, the information exchange process within an interview.

2. Techniques of exchanging information in a non-verbal fashion.

3. For training purposes, Non Verbal Interaction Techniques are divided into four steps:

a. Positioning- posturing the body.

b. Observing - seeing the interviewee.

c. Listening hearing the interviewee.

d: Organizing - labeling and describing what you hciVe seen and heard and deciding
and choosing how to verbally respond to the interviewee.

4.

5.

6.

Rationale or Importance of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques
4., Effective information exchange cannot occur- unless the ihteiviewee is engaged in a

helpful process.

2. You and the interviewee must get involved in the process.

3..People tend to become morlkinvolved when they perceive you are concerned and really
care for them: They tend to give pertinent and meaningful information more freely and are
more ready to assimilate information given.

4. Non Verbal interaction Techniques often communicate one's basic attitude. A large
adVertisement was once displayed in a major airterminal which read "What we are speaks
so loudly people cannot hear what we say." The same sign may be appropriate foryour

- offices. Your basic attitude may have.more to do with facilitating or retarding the infOr
motion exchange process than any method or technique that may be employed.

5. From 60-80 percent 01011 interpersonal communication is non-verbal. Be aware of what
you are communicating non-verbally and how it can facilitate or retard the information
exchange process.

6. Non-verbal communication is a rich source of data about the person you are interviewing.
Much information is collected via this means.

7.

8.

I A

9.



Objectives of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques
. .

1. To set the information exchange process in motion in the most helpful manner.

-2. To disseminate information in a non-verbal fashion.
.

3. To collect information in a non-verbal fashion.

4. To prepare oneself to _respond verbally at the most facilitative level.

5. To foster or enhance involvement in the helping and information exchange process.

6.

7

8.

1.. e
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Step 1 - Positioning Techniques

Definition of Positioning
Page 70 of Workbook

1. Positioning means assuming the best position possible for exchanging information.

2. Positioning refers to the way you hold your body during the interview.

3. Positioning is the act of arranging the different parts of the body into a posture that
facilitates the information exchange process.

4. Positioning is the act of communicating information to thd person you are interviewing that
says you have my total attention.

Rationale or Importance of Positioning
-Page 70 of Workbook -

1. Facilitative Positioning will put you in a position that is most conduciveg-exchanging
information.

2. Facilitative Positioning enables you to communicate to the int rviewee that you are
interested in hirri/her,1hat you are concerned about him/her, that you are "with him/her,"
and he/she has your total attention.

3. Facilitative PositiOnihg puts you in the best position' to collect information from the
interviewee. It prepares you to cam/ out Steps II and III, Observing and Listening, in an
effective manner.

4. Positioning is the baiic stance of involvement. Without involvement, interaction would tend
to be,'at best friendly, and at worst, destructive.

5. Involvement is an attitude which communicates interest, concern, and a desire to help.

6. Without involvement, information exchange will be less effective.

7. Positioning,says "lam fully available to you."

8. If a person thinks you. are concerned and care about him /Tier, they will be more apt to
share information and listen more to what you say. You will have more influence.

tt.
9. The first few minutes of contact with a person are critical as the pattern of interaction tends

to become set during this time. Positioning helps set the pattern of interaction in a positive
direction.

10.

It
12.

61.
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ObjeCtives of Positioning
Page 70 of Workbook

Ask traineeewhat they think will be accomplished by Positioning. Make sure,the following
points are covered or present the following points.

1. To communicate interest and concern to the interviewee.

2. To promote interviewee's involvement by modeling basic stance.

3. To-develop a positive relationship with the intervOviee.

4. To more effectively see and hear the person you are interviewing.

5. To assume the best position to collect information through the sense of sight and hearing.

-6.

7.

8.

e

,
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Guidelines for Facilitative Positioning
Page 71 of Workbook

1. Put aside what you ale doing and give the person you are interviewing your full attention.

Elaboration by Trainer: ti
YoU want the person, to perceive you as being interested in him/her. To focus
your total attention on him/her requires yoU'to put aside other thingtyou may
be doing. This communicates to the person your readiness to get involved with
him/her:

2. Establish a proper distance between you and the interviewee.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Proper distance can only be determined by you. It should be a comfortable
distance for both of you. You want to be as close as you can without making
the person too anxious. Each individual has their own "life space." Be careful not
to invade the interAeweei4Effective Observing techniques, to be discussed
next, will help you determine if you have the proper distance or not.

3. Face the person squarely.

Elaboration by Trainer:
This means your right shoulder is oppo site the person's left shoulder and your
left shoulder is opposite the person's right shoulder. Again this placesyou in the
best position for Step II, Observing, and communicates full attentiveness to the
interviewee.

4. Lean or rotate your body toward the person.

Elaboration by Trainer.
Involvement is 'communicated' by leaning toward the pers on. In general,
whenever we are interested in something, we tend to incline our body toward it:
We sometimes tend to rotate °Ur body away from that in which we lack interest.

5. Develop; eye-contact.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Look towardTbtrt-do not stare, at the interviewee. Eye - contact accqmplishes.
many things. Among them: it establishes contact betvqeen you and the inter-.
viewee, it says I'm interested iny6u, etc. However, always be aware of cultural
aspects of eye-contact. In some cultures eye-contact is a hostile move; so be
aware of this.

.

6. ,Assume and maintain an "open" posture. *4
Elaboration by Trainer:-
Do not fold arms, cross legs, etc. This may serve as a block to communication.
Research indicates that "open-bodyopen mind" might be an apt slogan.
Not only do people seem to like an Individual with an "open body' position,,
they alto are more likely to allow that person to have more influence in chang-
ing their opinions than someone with a "closed" body position.

7. Maintain a relaxed manner.

Elaboration by Tiainer:
Avoid a rigid posture. Don't be a statue. Sit alert, facing the interviewee, and
inclining your body toward him/her but be relaxed.

6.3
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8. RefrainRefrain from distracting movements. It

Elaboration by Trainer:
Avoid fidgeting thereby distracting the person you are Interviewing. This may
communicate impatience and impede the person's free expression. Use
gestures, etc. to communicate your point when you are talking*but
when the Other person is talking.

9. There are special positioning considerations for certain types of interviewees.

Elaboration by Trainer:.
For example, when talking with deaf persons, do not put' our hands in front of
your mouth. They may be reading your lips. Cari yodthink of any others?

Ask trainees to suggest other guidelines for Positioning. Discuss each.

10. ,

12.

- Sas

Y
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Demonsttate' Ineffective Positioning
t. Ask a trainee to come up front. Perform the following behaviors:

a, Busy yourself with something such as completing a form, drinking coffee, answering
the telephone, etc.

b. Do not face trainee squarely.

c. Lean away from trainee, it desk is close by, prop Our feet up.

d. Do not establish eye contact. ,

aied some pointlet too close or too far away from trainee.
---

f. Fold your arms and croakOur legs.
a

, 0.

2. Tell trainees they have just observed some of the common n*stakes made in Positioning.
Yot.1.-just demonstrated, what not to do. Ask them to label the ineffective Positioning
tecfiniques you just performed. Be sure they name all of the behaviors you demonstrated.

; ,

Possible Results of Ineffective Positioning
Page 71 of Workbook

Ask trainees to discuss the possible results of ineffective Positioning. If appropriate, include
feedback from the trainee in your demonstration as to -howyour Positioning made him/her
feel and What he/she thought about it. Be sure the followin points are covered.

1. The other person will be "turned off' by poor PosiAni

Thebtherperson will not feel comfortable/

The other person will think you do not care. :

4. You will not be' in the best position to collect' inf rmdtion from the other person.

5. The other person may withhold formation.

6. What you say will not have as mach impact.

7. Information exchange will most likely cover surface topics. Nothiniwill be dealt with in
depth; especially affective emotional topics.

8. Objectives of Positioning will not be achieved.

P
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Demonstrate Effective Positioning
1. Ask trainee to come up front so as to be seen by everyone.

.
2. Assmme the correct position and hold for 15-20 seconds.

3. Facilitate discussion.

(

Possible Results of Effective Positioning
Ppe 71 of Worictilbok

Ask trainees to discuss p Bible results of effective Positioning. FollowingOre points that
might be covered. Also if appropriate, ask trainee in demonstration what he/she thought
and felt.

.pr
The other person will feel at ease, accepted, etc.

2. The other person will think you are concerned for him/her and interested in hifi/her as
a person. ,

'r 3. You will beable to collect_ information more effectively.

4. Information disseminated by you will have more impact.

5. You will have more influence.

6. The other person will get more iniolved.

7.

8.

-9. e-
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A. Discrimination
/Ask trainees to turn td pages 72 and 73 in wqrkbook and determine which positions are

Practice Positioning

/14

effective and which are not and why.

8. Role-Play
1. Ask trainees to turn to the person next to them.Veibally guide them thrpugh the actions

of effective Positioning.

a. Put 'aside your workbook, papers, eta.

b. Assume a comfortable distance between you and your partner.

c. Facvour partner squarely.

d. Lepn or rotate your body toward person`3

e. Look toward the person.

f. Make sure you have an "open" postur

g. Remain relaxed.

h. Refrainfrom distracting movements.

Hold for 15 seconds.

2. Say "now you. are regdy for the next stepObserving. But before we move
on, let's review and clear up any loose ends you may have about Positioning."

AddRIS(Ial or Alternate Training, Exerciset
4
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Step.II - Otierving Techniques

Definition of Observing
Page 74 of Workbook

1'. The collection of information through the sense of sight.-

2. Observing rpepnsio watch, look at, take notice of, and examine.

3. Observing is more than eye-contact. It involves using the sense of sight to take in every-
tbi$9 that is going on with he person you are interviewing.

4. The abilitylo notice and understand the other's behavior and appearance.

5.

6.

7,
O

.

Rationale or Importance of Observing
1 Actions speak loudNthan words. Therefore, seeing things and understanding what they

.mean can tell you a lot aboirt the other perSon.

Observing enables you to receive norwerbal clues from the interviewee which can help
You respond to him/her Qt the most faclitative level.

. 3. Body language or,non-verbal communication is a very rich source of data.- From 60-80
percent of 'all interpersonal communication is non-verbal.

, 4 In helping interviews it is itnportarit to pay as much attention to what the person is doing at
to what he/she is saying.

5.

6.

7,

e

Objectives of Observing
1. The most basic and simple objective of Observing is to see the other person.

2. The objective of seeing the person is to collect information, about what he/she is ex-
periencing. ,

3. To prepare yourself to respond to the person in the higlst facilitative mannerlheollinore
infOrmation-you have, the more helpful your response can be..,

4.

5.,

6.

6:)
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Guidelines for Facilitative Observing. , -

Page 75 of Workbook

1. Look at the person's Positionin .g

..Elaboration by Trainer: . .
took at the way the pers n is holding his/her body. Consider the information
that can be-collected by focusing on this observation area. Hew is he/she
sitting in the chair? Does he/she slump? Is he/she sitting on the edge of the
Chai0. Manifesting an "open" oj-"closed" posture? Inclining their body toward
or away from-you? Manifesting a relaxed or rigid position?

2 Look at the person's grooming

Elaboration by Trainer: . .

This includes both mode of dress and personal hygiene. Consider the
information-That can be collected by focusing on this observation area. IS the
person's dress neat or sloppy? Is he/she neat in appearance? What infor-
mation might you get by Observing a person's grooming?

3 Look for the person's level of activity .
Elaboration by Trainer:
Observe such things as how the person, walks into theinterviewing room. Is it
briskly'? Does he/she appear to be alert or drowsy? What can you learn about
the person by Observing this area?

4. Look at the person'S gestures.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Observe such things as hand sand foot gestures. Does the person tap fingers on
the desk? Swing his/her feet? Swing his/her arms wildly? What can you learn
about the person ,by Observing gesture0

5 Look at facial expressions.

Elaboration by Trainer.
Look to see if the person frowns, smiles, wrinkles face, etc. Look for nervous tics.
Is.the facial" expression bright and animated or dull and lifeless? What can
you infer from the person's expressions?

6. Look for feelings.

Elaboration by Trainer:
He1w the person feeli y41I-have a lot to do with how much he/she will invest
themselves in the information exchange proceq. They may feel good, bad, or
indifferent. Sometimes it might be necessary to deal with the person's feelings
before attempting to achieve your prior planned objectives.

7. Look for patterns in the person's non-verbal communication. ,

Elaboration by Trainer:
Patterns of movements can sometirOs indicate much about what a person is
feeling find thinking. Birt be cautious. Different people express themselves ih
different Ways. For example, rioddingithe head up and down means agree-

- ,., ment. to most people in our society, but in some astern cultures it means the
opposite."Peoplebffen respond consistently to certain stimuli. If they don't like
what you are saying they may lean back in their chair away Worn you. They
might cross their legsand arms. Sometirifes when puzzled or confused people
rub their-necks or scratch their heads. Squirming in the chair may indicate

, uneasiness, anxidts,r; etc. , . ..

. .

70.
4,7
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8. Non Verbal cues should present you with hypotheses to be checked out.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Non-Verbal communication is a rich source of data but you are only formu-
lating hypotheses about the person when utilizing non-verbal eues.Verify your
hypotheses by checking them out with the person. You may hypothesize that a
pelson_,0 closed and defensive when you observe him/her with crossed
legs and arms and leaning back in a chair when in fact he/she only needs
to use the bathroom.14:56 will also bcptilizing verbOl sources of data along with
your non-verbal cues to verify hypotheses. .

Ask trainees to suggest other guidelines for falitative Opgerving. Discuss each.

O
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Demonstrate Non-Faalittative Observing
1. Show tape/slide demohitration of.non-facilitatNe Observing.

2. Ask trainees to turn to page 76 of their workbook and do Exercise 1.

Demonstrate Fa?Ilitative Observing
1. Present tape/slide demonstration of facilitative Obterving.

2. Ask trainees to complete Exercise 2 on page 76.

..

Practice Observing
'A.. Exercise 3

.."
Discriminating between descriptive data and hypotheses or inferences.
Instruct trainees to turn to page 77 of theirworkbook and complete Exercise 3. Allow oppor-
tunity to share answers with neighbors an discuss in total group. Emphasize the point that
while obsewing skills allow one,to collect a great deal of descriptive data from which
inferences can be drown, such inferences nd hypotheses should be checked out with the
person being interviewed. This is not a c se in mind reading.

B. Exercise 4
1. Tell the trainees they have been watching you as you have been conducting thii

training program. They have seen a number of things about you. Tell them you want
them to tell you what they have observed about you. Ask them to turn to page 77 of
their workbook and list as many observations about you as they can.

2. Ask trainees for their observations and list them on the chalkboard.-Discriminate
between observations and inferences. Emphasize the point about the amount of
information that can be gathered just by Observing. When one takes the time to
observe people a great deal of information can be collected through the sense of

it sight. Observing techniques make people more aware of the world. Observing
technique'spwill make you more aware of what others are experiencing.

C. Exercise 5 .

1. Ask trainees to turn to the person next to them and verbally guide them through the
Observing actions with the following instructions:

a. Put aside your workbook, paPerS', etc.
r

b. Assume a comfortable distance between you and your partner.

c. Faceyour partner squarely. 6 `'

d. Lean or rotate your body toward your partner.
.

e. MOke sure yob have an "open" posture.

f. Maintain a relaxed position.

g. Look at ybur partner.

0 _ h. Loo at your partner's positioning. Describe it to yourself in your mind.

i. Look at your partners' level of activity. Does he/she appear alert

j. Is there any activity going on that you can See? 'Any nervoutics? Is he/she
. frowning, smiling? .

.
..,,
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lc Look for feelings. (Ask trainees to communicate a feeling Non-verbally)

I. Focuour attention on your partner for the next 10-20 seconds. See if you can
makeld least two additional observations.

2. Call tithe. Allow trainees.to discuss their observations of one another in pairs.

3. Again, emphasize the amount of information that can be gathered by Observing.

Additional or Alternate Training Exercises

73
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Summary of Observing

1. Entertain questions, comments, and reactions.

2. Summarize major points.

C
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Step HI - Listening Techniques
. .

Definition of Listening
. 133ge 78 of Workbook

1. Listening is the act of hearing

2. *Hearing means to listen with attention.

3. The ability to hear, understand, and recall all of the important verbal responses made by
the other person.

4.

5.

6.

Aar

%

Rationale or Importance of Listening .

1. Just as non-verbal communication ii' a rich soutce of information, so is verbal com-
munication.

2. Listening enables you to gain additional information about the personinformation
unavailable through Observing.

3. MoSt of the information collected from a person is a function of what you observe and
hear in the person's expressions. -

4. .

5.

6.

Objectives of Listening
Ask traihees what they think will be accomplished by Listening. Make sure the following

points are covered.

1. The main objective of Listening is to hear the person you are interviewing.

2. To hear and recall the person's verbal responses..
3. To better understand the other person.

4. 10 collect meaningful verbal informatihich will assist the interviewee's movement
through the helping process.

5. . 0I
6.

7.

75
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Guidelines for .Facilitative Listening
Page 79 of Workbook.

1. Resist intern I distractions.

Elaboration by Trainer
_

-You have structured the external environment to avoid extraneous stimuli by
initiating facilitative structuring techniques. This guideline suggests you do the,

. sarrfe foryour internal environment. Most people are capable of comprehend-
ing speech at a rate three to four times faster than normal conversation. Thus,
you have plenty of time to think which means you have plenty of time for
distractions to arise. The key to effective listening appears to be how you use
the extra thinking time, and we willcover that in step 4. This guideline cautions
you against thinking about extraneous things such as how hungryyou bre, the
next person you wittbe seeing, thekperson that just left, all the paper work you
have td do, the party you're going to.tonight, etc.

.
2. Initially suspend judgement.

mElaborcrtion by Trainer
A major internal distraction to effective Listening is making judgements and
deserves a guideline to itself. Listen to the person with an open mind. Hearwhat
he/she is saying before making a decision about it. There are ways to check
yourself for suspenilin judgement. For example:
a. Do you let the oth r person finish what he/she is saying without interrupt-

ing? If you find 'fb elf cutting in, you are probably making a judgement.

b. Do you find yourself sometimes thinking things like "She doesn't mean
that," "how can he be so foolish," etc. while the person is talking? If so, you
are makings judgement.

c. Do you sometimes have an affective reaction to what the person says, like
anger, fear, etc.? If so, you have made a judgement.

d. Do you sometimes have a physiological reaction like feeling your muscles
tighten, your body tensing, your stomach tighten, etc.? If so, you hce%
made a judgement._

e. If you hear the person's words and continue to look at him/herwithout any
of the above cues, you are probably suspending judgement.

Remember, judgements may prevent you from really hearing what the other
person is saying. So, to really hear him/her, initially suspend judgement.

a

3. Have goals foi Listening.

Elaboration by Trainer.
Knowwhat you are listening for.You will be more effecttveifyou have goals. The'
following five guidelines suggest a few goals. .

4. Listen to the actual words of the speaker. that describe the situation.or event he/she is
talking about .

Elaboration by Trainer: , .

The situation or event described by the person may-include mdny different
gSpects. Behaviorally orient your listening by listening for the sensory responses
made by the person in that situation. For example, what did he/she see, hear,
touch, taste, smell, sense, etc. Listen for how the speaker describes the event
in descriptive terms. .16

L 76
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5. Listen for a description of what the speaker said to him /herself about the situation or event.

Elaboration by Trainer:
In addition to knowing exactly what the person saw or heard, knowing what
he/she said to self about what they saw or heard is important. This includes the
inferences, conclusions, assumptions, and beliefs expressed by the speaker.

6. Listen for feelings.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Listen for actual feeling words used by the person. Remember how a client feels
directly influences how he/she will invest him/herself in the information
exchange process. Observing for feelings plus listening fOr feelings will help
you determine the person's affective state.

7. Listen for a description of the person's behavioral actions in a situation.

Elaboration by Trainer: ,

-The overt movements or performance of the person are important aspects to
"consider, and the person's description of his/her actions is a worthwhile goal to
have for listening. Listen for what he/se is doing or not doing as it relates to the
situation being discussed.

8. Listen for the speaker's major area of concern.

Elaboration by Trainer:
There are many things in life the *son may be concerned about or with. The
person may be concerned about physical things, intellectual things, and

cHosocial things or the concerns may be intrd, inter, or extra personal.
isten for these concerns so that you will be better prepared to respond to the
pecker in the most helpful manner. Step IV will deal with guidelines 4, 5,6, 7,

and 8 more. The next guideline will also help you with guideline 8.

9. Listen for common themes.. .

Elaboration by Trainer:
Reoccurring themes in the speakers communication oan assist you in
determining not only the person's Major area of concern, bufblso the major
type otconcemintra, inter, or extra personal.

10. Listen to the speaker's tone of voice:

Elaboration by Trainer: ..-

Tone of voice Includes volume'and rate-of speech. VOlume or intensity and
rapidity of the speakers,speech are important areas'tollelp you achieve your
objectives. Speaking very softly and slowly or loudly and quickly gives you
additional inf anon that can help you determine the perSoqs energy level,
feeling state, Id attitude..

11. Be aware of any onsistencies in the speakers communication.

Elaboration by nor:
Look for incons les, especially between verbal and non-verbal com-
munication. Re e what you tiear the person spying to what you see Ole
person doing.

7k1
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1.

12. Communicate your attentiveness.

Elaboration by Trainer: ,

.l

Communicate your attentiveness both verbally and non-verbally. Non-verbally
use facial expressions, smiling, nodding head, hand gestures, etc. that say I
hear what you are saying. You communicate your attentiveness verb IN by
responding to what the person has actually said and not by a missirfg-the-
point response. 4 .

13. Wait before responding verbally.

Elaboration by Trainer:
.

You have gathered a great deal of information about thejspeaker by prac-
ticing facilitative positioning, 'observing, and listening. You have also com-
municated a great deal to him/her. You must now process the information
gathered before responding verbally. This is what is happening while you "wait

. before responding verbally" and is the subject of Step IV. l'

Ask trainees to suggest other guidelines for facilitativelistening. Discuss each.

14. .
.

.e.

15.

16.
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Demonstrate Non-Facilitative Listening .

1. Ask a trainee to come up front
,
scras to be seen by everyone.

2; Ask trainee to talk foPthirty seconds about any topic. (You hiightsuggest dfapid suu a-as
:/,the description of a dream, the itainees goals forthis.training, how they feel about and

what they.think about their jobs, etc.)

3. Demonstrate non - facilitative listening"by performing such behaviors as:

a: Turn away from trainee. 0

.
b. Busy yourself with something else,

c. Interrupt trainee.

d. Make a value judgement about something he/she has said.

e. Assume a closed position (Crossed legs and arms). ;

4. Call time after approximately thirty seconds and ask trainees to complete Exercise 1 on
page 80 of their workbook.

5. Tell trainees they have observed some of the common mistakes made in listening.

or

Play tape/slide demonstration and f011ow with Exercise 1.

Demonstrate Facilitative Listening
1. Ask a trainee to come up frotifso as'to be seen by everyone.

2. Assume proper positiOn (Be sure you apply all the principles of facilitative 'positioning
and observing).

3. Ask trainee totalk for thirty sedonds about any,topic. (You might suggest a topic such as
the'description of a dream, the trainee's goals for this training, how they feel about and

jwhat they think about Iheif jabs, etc.) 0

4. Listen attentively, practicing the principles of facilitative listening.

5. Call time after approximately thirty seconds and describe what you heard trainee say.
Report, "What I heard you say was

6. Ask trainees to turn to page 80 of their workbook and do Exercises 2.

Pr

P lay pe demonstration of facilitative listening and ask trainees to do Exercise 2. rs



Practice Listening
1. Ask trainees to form pairs. Each person of the pair will assume the role of listener ang

speaker.

2. Speaker is to talk for approximately one or two minutes. Listener is to practice all the
principles, of facilitative listening. When speaker finishes, listener should summarize what
spGaker said. ,

,

3. Suggest the following topics fog discussion. Page 81 of Participant's Workbook. r

a. Interracial marriagesgood or bad? Wliy?

b. Premarital or extramarital sex relations. Acceptable or not? Why?

Double sex. standards- male /female. For or against?'Why?

d. Or-any topic think will be:'controversial.

4. Start, call time after approximately one or two minutes.
-

5. Ask members to'discuss speakers reaction, listeners summarization and reaction to the
discussion questions on page 81 of workbook.

6. Rotate roles and repeat until every membephas assumed speaker and listener roles.

Additional or Alternate Training Exercises

so .

.
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Summary of LIstenin

1. Entertain questions, comments,_ and reactions.

2. Summarize major points.

3. Close out biscuisiOn of listening by saying: w

a. "We hoveSaid to listen is to hear. Now accurately we hear is demonstrated by how
effecttve we are duffing the next' step- of non-verbal interaction techniques
Organizing."

e
b. ,One pririciple we discussed wasto wait before respohding. What is happening during

that wait period? That's the topid of the next stepOrganizing.
I 4 . 4
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Step IV - Organizing
1

'Definition ofcOrganizing
Page 82 of ;Workbook

1. Organizing .is subjecting the information that his been collected to a special rocess or
treatment.'

2. Organizing is the aGt4ef labeling or describing, discriminating, focusing, and choOing.

3; Organizing occurs during the "wait before te(ponding" period and requires you to:

a. Formulate a descriptive or identifyin9 word or phrawe to label what the interviewee is
saying or doing.

b. Determine the distinguishing or peculiar feature of the other person's communication.

c Arrange into some order or fornWhat has been seen and heard.

d. ,COncentrate on the center of activity in the person's communication.

e Select among a number of alternative responses the most appropriate one to either
collect additional information or disseminate information to the interviewee.

4. Deciding what to respoi)d to and how to respond.

5,

6.

9

. 7.

s.

Rationale or Importance of Organizing-
1. After you have observed what the person is doing and listened to what he/she is saying,

you must be able to .translate what you have seen and heard into descriptive symbols
which can be fed back to the person being Interviewed

2. Organizing actions allow you to respond facilitatively.

3. Only through organizing can you respond to the other person in such a manner that
understanding is communicated.

4.

5.

6.

Se

^
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Objectives of Organizing
4

Ask aindeswhat,they,think will be achieved through Organizing. Make sure the following
point are covered. t

.. 1. Ta d4cribe to oneself what thq person is saying, doing, experiencing.

2. T discriminate betkeen peculiar features of the person's communication.
it .

3. To rgainze.interviewee's communication into a cdherent tinily or functional whole.
. .,

a 4. To concentrate on central1,5sues.%t

"5; To select appropriate response tcyrnake.

6. Overall, to prepare oneself to respond to the other perion at the most facilitative level.
4

9
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Guidelines for Effective Organizing.
Page 83 of Workbook

1. Behaviorally 'orient your interview.

Elaboration by Trainer,
When interviewing a persbh be awaredf the importance of his/her behavior in

"-the situation you are talking about. Regardless of whether you are a social
worker, evaluator, instructor, or counselor, the. person's behaviotis of primary
importance You may be interviewing the person to obtain a social history that
includes work, school, family, etc. Focus your attention on how be/she
behdves in those areas. You may be interviewing the person for admission into
an evaluation unit. How he/she behaves in the areas you are gathering.

= informatibn atiout is worthy of attention.
,

2 Be aware of the multi-modal aspects of the person'i behavior.

Elaboration by Trainer
_ M you focus on the person's behavior, be aware and recognize that people

behave in many different ways. Behavior can be defined as the responses one
makes in a situation Page 84 of your workbook presents one way of looking at
the different major response classes. This suggests that you organize data \IOU
have collected from the rnTeNiewee ifito these four majoi. categories. You
would describe what a person sees and hears, what he/she thinks about what
was seen or heard, and the consequent feelings experienced and actions
taken as a result. The next four guidelines suggest just thdt.

. .
3. Describe the event abouf whiph the person is communicating.

Elaboration by Trainer: . - , .

This invctves describing the situation about which the person is talking. It
labeling in de-scriptive terms what he/she sees, hears, touches, smells,

c. ,

. .. .

4. ,,Des'cribe wharthe person sayi to him /herself about the event.
-. -,

. Elaboration by Trainbr: ; -
This requires you to focus on the coghitive responses made by the client. What
he/she thinks about the event that he/she has seen,'heard, etc. This Would

einclude any, assumptions, inferences, etc. made by the person.

5 ieScribe any affective response the person experiences. '

_ * Elaboration by Trainer:
, The person may feel happy, sad, mad, scared, confused, or indifferent as a

. result of.what he/she has said to self about what has been seen or ,heard.
, .

.. Describe those responses. ,
6..Describe the person's overt actions.

I

. .
Elaboiation by Trainer: .. . ,
The overt movements made, by. the person may be extremely important

' information, Label those actions either observed by you or described to you
r6fthe person.. ,

.
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7. Focus yOur attention on the most dominant dimensions of behavior and decide what to
respond to.

Elabordtion by trainer:
Focus,en what appears to be the most importarat issue of behaving to the

,person, either his/her sensing, thinking, feeling, acting, any combination, or all
foUr. kespand to that diriwnsion. .

8. Choose -the most facilitative verbal response to mpke.

EIaboratlon by
.

Trainer:
Decide whether you need additional information from the person or he/she
needs inforniation from you. Pick from among the different responses available
to you. Pick-the one you think will best help achieve your objective. Tike next
section on verbal responding will assist you with making that decision.

A* trainees to suggest other guidelines for effective Organizing: Discuss each.

9.

10.

1.*

a0.
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Demonstrate Ineffective Organizing .

1. Ask trainee lb come up front so as to be seen by everyone,

2. Ask trainee in demonstration to talk for a, couple of minutes abocut something he/she is
unhcippy about.

3. Demonstrate ineffective Organizing by performing the-following:

a. Turn-away frdm trainee. ak

b, Busy yourself with your manual, papers, etc.

c. Assume a ;closed Position (crossed legs and arms).

d. Interrupt trainee. Introduce extraneous material such as small talk, etc.

e. Do not offend tc, the topio trainee is talking abotO.

f. Do not attend to the 'persdn's behavior.

4:Ask trainees to do Exercise 1 on page 85 of their workbook.

5. Discuss.

6. Tell train
They h

or

s they have observed some of the commoh mistakes made during Organizing.
e seen "what not to do."

Play fape/slide demonstration and allow, trainees to 4:lo Exercl e 1.

Demonstrate Effective Organizing
1. Ask trainee to come up front so as to be seen by everyone.

2. Ask trainee in demonstration to talk for a couple of minutes about something 6e/she is/unhappy about.

3. Assume proper position (Be sure you apply, as appropriate, all the principles Of facilitative
positioning, observing, and listening).

4. Let trainee talk f r a while,,fften call time.

5. Attempt to id tifyand describe trainees communication in foltowing areas:

a. The ev t trainee talked about.

ID. Feeling (iltempt to identify an affective reaction trainee may.have had .

c. Acting (identify any descriptiorir of actions that trainee mentioned he/she bad
performed). .

d. Thinking (attempt to identify any assumptions, ideas, dttitudes, values, etc, communi-
cated by trainee apeut the event talked about).

6. Ask trainees to do Exercise 2 on page 85 Of workbook,

7. discuss.

4

l
i

orb
<, . \.< .

/
:k,

Play tape/slide demonstration and-have trainees do same exercise as above.
4
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Proof's:* Organizing
., .

1 ..Ask trainees to form pairs. Each person will assume role of listener and speaker.

2. Speaker is to talkfor a couple of minutes choosing a topic from page 86 oftheirworkbo
Listener is to practice all fhe principles of effective otgcinizing and then complete one of the
guides for effective organizip on page 87 of their workbook: /

3. Start, call time sifter a couple of minutes.

4. Ask members td discuss.responses to organizing guide and give feedback.

5., Rotate roles until everyone has assumed both roles.

I

,.
Additional Cr' Alternate Training Exercises

.
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Su.minary of Organizing

_1. Entertain questions, comments and reactions:
-,...

2. Summarize major points.

; 1'
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4 Summary of Section V
Putting It Together 'tlt

Suggested Points That Might Be Made
Page 88-89 of Workbook

1. A set of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques has been introduced that serveeto initiate the
helping process and facilitate the exchange of information within the interview. Page 88
of your workbook illustrates those techniques.

,2. Effective and, neffective practice of the techniques have been contr sted and the
consequences of each discussed.

. 3. An 'opportunity to apply those techniques in 'a role-play situation has been afforded. '

4. Yoirhave had the opportunity to receive feedback from others about your application of
the techniques.

5. And you have had the opportunity to evaluate yourself in the application of the
techniques. .4

6. You now know how to apply Non-Verbal Intelaction Techniques. It is up to you todo it
'back home in your interviews.

7. Remember you can exchange a great deal of information without etrsoyi ng a word. You k
collectmuch informqtion through the Observing and Listening -techniques discUsied
previously. You dissemir*e much information by the way you stru6ture.the interview-
setting, position, and observe and listen. .

. 8. The information, however, must be arranbed and organizdd into some fashion to be
meaningful. Organizing4echniques facilitate that process,

9. The ,outcomes of Nor) Verbal Interaction Techniques are obvious. You can respond,
non-verbally, in a helpful OF non-helpful way. You can fdcilitate or retard the information
exchange prcicdss without saying anything.

10. You retard the informgon exchange process by

a. Facing awayfrom the person you areintervieWing
b. Leaning and rotating your body away fr6rn the person.
c. Crossing the legs and/or folding the artits---,assuming a closed position. --_
d. Busying yourself with other things.

/46e, Not maintaining the proper distance.
f. Being too tense or tqo relaxed. Extremes.

g. Not establishing eye contact.
h. Not even looking toward the person.
i! Not knowing what to look for when Observing.

Wising non-verbal communication.
k.' Not taking precautions against distractions.
J.aking judgements Obut what is being said before the person finishes talking..

m. !brrupting a lot.
4

P

n. Not having goals or reasons for4istening.
o. Not communicating' that you are listening by faCial expression' smiling, and

gestures; h6ad nodding, etc.
p. Not having a systematic method to organize.information collected.'

8:) D

a
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11.Theconsequenees of these behaviors, ot course, are:

a. No inVolvesneh
is. pisihterestzlinOn-concern communicated to the person you are interviewing.

1/4 c. You do not really see or hear the person.
d. You will not understand the person.
e. You will not be prepared -to respond verbally.
f. YourverbaLrespor)se may be non-helpful.

g. Interaction will be either destructiVe or friendly discussion; most likeestructive.
K. Information exchange will.be on a superficial level.

The interviewee will see you as ineffective.

. 12. But on the other hand, you facilitate the informationexchange process by

a. Putting aside what you are doing and giving the person your total attention.
b. Facing him/her squarely.
c. Leaning or rotating your body toward the person.

.d. Maintaining 'a relaxed manner.
e. Looking toward the person.
f. Maintaining a comfortable distance between you

g. Maintaining an open potture.
h. Beingaware of non - verbl communication.

i. Initially suspending judgement. -
j. Communicating attentiveness by 'smiling, nodding head, and gestures, etc.
k. Arranging and organizing collected information intoso sort of systematic fashion .

"so that helpful feedback coin be given.

13. The consequences of thesebehaviors and a good indication that you have been prac-
ticing Facilitative Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques are:

a. There will be involvement.
b. The interviewee will feel free to talk and exchahge information.
c. You will understand the person.
d. You will be prepared to respond verbally at d facilitative level.
e. interest and concern will be communicated. '
f. The person will think you are open and not closed to his/heihinldng, feelings, and

actions and will therefore share more.
g. The helping process will be set into motion.
h. The.intelvieweewillsee you as a significant other.
i. `Information exelilitimgewill be more meaningful and relevant.

fr- ,
14., Yob have planned the interview .and structured the interview setting. The inteiviewee has

,arrived. You 'have positioned yourself, obierved and listened to the person. You have
organized what you have seen and heard. It is now time to verbally respond to the .

interviewee.

15. The fo ng section covers =rbal Interaction Techniq wits. Prior to discussing them,
enterta questions and comments.

Self t ment
Ask trainees to turn to pages 90-91 of their workbook and complete the self:assessment

guide.. .
.

.t.f, I.. 4. .
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Integrating the Component:

. ,
Utilize the Systtmatic Interview Programming Format and the Relevant Information

Awareness Matrix to integrate the components and make the transition to the next
component.

A..Systematic Interview Programming
Direct trainees to page 92 in Workbook

1. The component just completed has helped provide further answers to queition 4
What is the most effective and efficient way to exchange information?

2. You can exchange information more effectively and efficiently by assuming the best
position to exchange information, observe the interviewee's nonverbal com-
munication, practice bctive listening and organize the data collected in a systematic*
fashion.

3. How does this relate to the Information itctreriess Matrix?

B. Relevant Information, wareness Matrix *
Page 93 of Workbook

1: The overall objective Of your interview is tO expand the known dimension of information
awareness and reduce the blind, hidden, and unknown dimensions.

2. Non-verbal, interaction techniques allow you to disseminate information to the
interviewee that is blind to him at initial. poritact. The kind of information yoU are

' disseminating_ is very important to the information, exchange process.

3. That information is respect, positive regard, concern, attentiveness, involvement, etc

e Effective practice of the non-verbal interaction techniques communicates your
attitude; information which is unknown at initial contact.

5. The hidden dimension of information awarenessthat information known by the
interviewee N not by you is reduced further by effective observing and listening
techniques.

6. The unknown dimension is reduced by the collection of descriptive data, drawing
inferences from it and then-checking them out with the interviewee. This process can

ti provide additional information that was .unknown to both you and the interviewee at
the beginning of the interview.

7. Let's turn our attention now to additional ways to help you exchange information in the
most effective and efficient manner and expand the known dimension of information
awarenes Responding verbally to the interviewee. --- i-"'
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01.

Exchanging Information Via Verbal Resixinding

4 introduction to Trainer
This section focuses on the exchange of information via verbal responding. It is divided into

two steps. Step I focuses on moment- moment responses used to collect and disseminate
information. Responses covered incl ..r the contin ue response, the restricted-focus response,
the exploratOry-focus response, the check response, and the interpretive response. Step,11
focuses on response styles that predominate during)he interview. Styles covered include th
listener, the interrogator, the explorer, the reflector, the informer, the self-expresser, and
the interpreter. The definition, rationale, and objectives are presented for each of the moment-
to-moment responses and exercises are suggested to help trainees discriminate among the
various responses. Each' of the response styles is defined, demonstrated, and discussed.
Guidelines for the facilitative use of respohses and a respOnse style are presented and the

_tr9inee1 receive an opportunity twactice a facilitative style.The objecthres of thissection are:

1. To introduce and define the moment-to-moment responses Most frequently used during
an interview to collect and disseminate information,

2. To present guidelineS for the facilitative use of moment-to-moment responses.

3. To teach trainees how to discriminate among the various responses used tb exchange
information. .

4. To introduce and dbfine response 'styles that occur mast frequently during aninterview.

5. To teach trainees how to identify response styles.

6. To demonstrate and contrastithe Various response styles..

7. To present guidelines for a facilitative response-style.

8. To alto* trainees the opportunity to practice a facilitative response style.

In presenting material from this section, utilize as desired the points modest.' nder each Major,
category. You may use all the pOints suggested, add others, eliminate others, or adapt the
material in any fashion to meet tit needs of ydur particular audience.

. Definition of Verbalinteraction Techniques
. .

Page 97 of Workbooic

1. Verbal interactionlechniques refer to the moment - to-moment vert*I sponses and the
response style used by the interviewer to collect and disseminate -info nation during the
interview.

2. Therefore Verbal Interactioh techniques will be presenteotjn two steps. Step I, Moment-to-
.. Moment Responses, and Step II, Response Styles.

a
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Step I - Moment-to-Moment Responses

Defir(itiorr of Moment-to-Moment Rtsponses
-

Page 98 of Workbook

1. Verbal responses that allow the interviewerito Collect and disseminate information during
the interview in an effective yet unobtrusive manner.

2. Seven Verbal Interaction Techniques are coejed:

a. The C9ntfnue Response
b. The Restricted-Focus Response
c. The Expldratory-Focu's Response
d. The Check Response

._e. The Declarative RespQnse
f. The Self - Expressive Response

g. The Interpretiv& Response

3. There are many other types of responses, but these sevep seem to be the most commonly
used during the interview to exchange information.

r

5..

6`.

a

O

. Rationale or Importance of Moment-to-Moment Responses
.<,

Since '<information: exchange is the major fodus of an interview, you need to be able to

---- guide the diredtjOi5 of the discussion in do teffecttve, yet unobtrusive manner.

I - Moment-to-moment responses can assist you in guidirTg the directioh of ffie interview and
keeping it goal-oriented and ttelpful., ,

.
.

23, Interaction conies in various sizes: from the single response to an entire. conversation or.
from an interview -to a total relatio,nship,,A look at Me single response is a good place
to start in analyzing 10'9e-sized interactions. .

a
,

.3.-"What response, how and when it Is used can determine the type of interaction during the
interview. Will it be a destructiVeinteractionialociable conversation, or helpful interaction.

. - .
4,:We train others to verbally respond to us by the way we respond to-them. Closed-ended

questions encourage short answers. Open-endedquestionsencaurage*Moreexpioration:
A lot of information -giving encourages the person to be quiet and Ilsten, etc.
Remember. the first few Minutes of contact with -a, person aard critical: as.thp:
pattern of interaction Itends ta be.4set during this Train ' tote Interviewee
to respond in a mantrer that facilitates helpful interaction,

.4.#
4

6.

7.

.74
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The Continue Response
- Page 99 of Workbook

.Definition
The continue responses are both verbal and non-verbal cues that encourage continued
talking by.the other-person without interruption.'

2 These reiponses are simple :'green llights" for the person to continue the interaction.

3 Common deicriptorsfor continue responses include:.

a: Attending behavior
" b...Non-directive response

I 'a. Silence
d. Minitnal .encouragement tolalk

4 Common examples include:

a Verbal ,4

i "tim-hUml
:ii. "yes"
in "right"
ry 'yea"

b Non-Verbal
i 'Body, p,osture

ii Head nods

16
1-

7

rir Smile
N. 1-land gestures

&

.
Importance '1

, >, - .: ..,

r.OffentimeS4t is important to allow the interviewee t talk withbUt anVinterruptipn, Continue ±s. *
::

-responses Comertullfcate.ttialf:yolf.y.are ;risf6ning.and'enCourage th.pergon to keep
.4, . - 0- ,"'tqlkirfg. ,

00
,... ., & - .

2. Conttnde respon2es'ate impiprfanip-thOtth'ey air6w people the freedc3m to spy what they .,,

,wish 4;vithqno lestrictiorts placed,on therhbVA,he interviewer.
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.

1. T9 indicate to anotlier person that he/she has your full attention.

2. To communicate interest, and involvement. , .

'3. To communicate acceptance. ., . i
0

4,,, To reinforce and maintaih q persdntk discussion without interruptign. 4
0

5.To:allow the person to determine the direction of the interview by giving' the gieatest
, amount ,of freedom tothoose the topic tit discussion, . ., v

, 1!-
6. To indicate to the person that more information is wanted and that he /she should keep

talking. ,

Of ask: : , . 4,

O

1. Why are bontinue responses imPoTtant?
4

2. What ore some common uses 9f Continue responses?.;'
9

3. ,What would yOu hopelo achieve by making cotitinue respcinse's?

I *
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The Restricted -Focus Response
Page 100 of Workbook

Definttion
1. ClOsed-ended questions that seek specific pits of inforination..

2..Response4tktat require short answers thus limiting the other person's expressions.

3. Common cscriptors for restricted-focus respanseuinclude:

a. Closed-ended ,questions
b. Binary-focus responses
c. Directive responses
d. Probing responses

r

4. Common examples include:

a. -low old aie you?
b. What is your name?
c. Where d6 you live?
d.' Have you been here before?

5.

6.

7.

..

importance
1. Oftentimes in an interview specific bits of information are needed frarh the interviewee.

The restticted-foduS response is 'the most appropriate response to 'get that type of
information.,

2. Filling out forms may require the use of-restricted-focus responses.

3. Restricted-fodus responses are sometimes the most direct means of gathering needed
factual information such as name, aqe;address, etc.

4. Restricted-focus responses help narrow the convetation and, help focus attention on
central issues, This is sometimes needed with some interviewees.

5.

6:

Likes
1. To indicate to the other person that a specific bit of information is needed.

2. To gather strictly, factual information.

3. To help others focus attehtionion central issues.

aid
ask:

sik 1. Why are,resfricted-focus lespofises important?
20W-hat are some common uses of restricted-focus responses?. .

3. What would you hope to achieve by making restricted-focus responses?

4

4
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The Exploratoly-Fopus Response
Page 101 of Workbook

Definition
1. Statements or opeb-ended questions that encourage the interviewee to talk and explore

his/her thoughts, feelings, and ackons.

2. Responses that require a narrative statement from the other person as oppOsed to short
answers.

3. Responses that allow more flexibility in the person's expressions.

4. ,Common descriptors 'tor exploratory-focus responses include:
a. Open invitation to talk
b. Exploring responses
c. Incomplete thoughts

Open-et ttded questions
Je. Facilitate questioning .

f. Non -binary focus response

5. Common examples include:

a. Tell me more about ...
b. What do you think about this plan?
c. jell me about your feelings right now.
d. Describe the situation to me.
6. How did it happen?

6. /

7.

8.

Important:1e

1. The primary goal of the information exchange process in the helping interview is to help
the interviewee. Exploratory:focui responses help to focus the discbssion around the
concerns of the interviewee rather than those of the interviewer.

2. Helping occurs much easier when the person being interviewed has the most alternatives
for self-ex'pression. Exploratorl-focUs responset allow others this freedom.

3.

4.

-5.
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:Uses

1. To fadilitate the interviewee's elaboration of a point.

/

2. To clarify certain interviewee statements.

3. To encQprage further exploration of important topics.

4. To offer the person many alternatives for self-expression.

5. To help focus the discussion around theiconcems of the interviewee rather than the
concerns of the intert9wer.

6. To encourage discussion of "important" attitudes, feelings,. artd expression of the
interviewee.

or ask:'

1. Why are exploratory-focus responses important?

-2. What are some common uses of exploratory-focus responses?

3. What weld you hope to achieve by making exploratory-focus responses?

al
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r

The Check Response
Page 102 of Workbook

t

1. Statements two serve to indicatelo the other person that you understand what he/she is
isaying. , /t

c .

2. Statements that indicate that you' want to "gheck" with the prson to see if'you are
_.,"with him/her." ..L,

\
include:3. Common descriptors for check responses

a. Reflections-
b. Pardphrasing
c. Summarization
d. Clarification
e. Restatement ,
f. Varification

4. Common examples include:

a. You mean ...
U.-You're sad because
c. I understand you saying"
d. Essentially then .. .

5.

6.

7.

A

Importance
r

1. It is important that the interviewee know that you understand what he/she is saying.
Check responses say "I understand what you are saying."

2. It becorriets necessary at times during the interview to make sure that communicaficsh is
occurring. Check responses allow you to gdetermine whether or not the communication
process is intact.

3.

4.

5.

102
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Uses

1. To convey to a person that you are with him/her and that you are trying to understand
what he/she is saying and experiencing.

2 To crystallize what the person is saying by repeating what he/she said inp more concise
manner.

3. To tell the person how you hear him/her.

4. To check the accuracy of your perception of the same topic.

5. To serve as a stimulus for further discussion of the same topic.

6 Tp effectivecommunicate accurate empathic understanding at the interchangeable
level. 1

7 To check out your inferences and hypothesis made as a result of your observihg and
listening.

8 To focus ,the interviewee's discussion on important issues within a cognitive, affective,
somatic/rpiotor framework.

0. To indicate whether or not there Is communication.

or ask:

1. Why are check responses important?

2. What are some common uses of check resppnses?

3. What would you hope to achieve by rrbking check responses?,
I.

e, a

4
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The Deck:tie:dive R sponses
Page 103 of Workbook

Definition
1. The declarative responses are statements that present factual information. ,

2. These responses serve to inform the interviewee of general and specific information from
an external frame of reference such as agency/organizational guidelines, rules, and

. regulations.

3: Declarative responses inform the interviewee about objective and factual information.

4. "Declarative responses are descriptive statements which are neutral in tone or matter-
of-fact.

a Declarative responses supply information 'or data not readily known or available to the
interviewee.

6. Common descriptors for declarative responses include:

a. Informing
b. Explanation
f. Directive response
d. Information response
e. Instructions
f. Statement-of-faCt respcinses

7. Common examples include:

a. Our agency can do this . ..
b. Nis /her office is located .

,You scored at the 95th percentile .. .
d. To be eligible you must .. .

8.

9.

10.

° importance
. ,

. .
1. A major. objective of the helping interview is to involve the interviewee in the decision

rrfaking process. inforinatIon is needed by the person in order to do this. Declarative

responses povide that information.

.2. During the helping process, the interviewee will need a great deal ofobjective and factual
information. Information such as the role and (Unction of your agency /organization,
your role and functiori, confidentiality, etc: are provided via declarative responses.

3.

4. .

5.
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Uses

1. To introduce objective information ,into the interview.

2. To give the interviewee,factual information needed to participate in the decision making
process.

3, To increC-sie the interviewee's undOistanding and knowledge.

4. To promote independence.

5. To provide fa ual, objective information.

or ask:

1. Why are declarative responses iMportant? What are some common uses of declarative
. responses?

2. What might happen if you never made a declarative resloonse during the intake interview?

4
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The'Seif-Expressive.Response
Page 104 of Workbook

befinllion
1. Self - expressive responses are statements that function to give the interviewee information,

from the inibrviewers frame of reference.

( 2. Self-expressive responses injeCNe interviewer's own frame of reference as opposed to an
external frame of reference.

3. Any statement by the interviewer that is from his/her internal frame of reference as
opposed to an external frame df reference.

4. Common desciiptors for self-expressive responses inclUde:

a. Support approval, assurance
b. Self-ditclosure
c. Personal illustration
d. confrontation
e. Suggestion
f. Personal analysis

g. Opinion
h. Advice
I. Evaluative response
j. Moralizing

5. Common examples include:

7.

8.

a. think you should . . .

b. I'm reallyconcerned about you.
c. Oh, I think you will do okay.
d. You shouldn't do that.
e. You understand what needs to be done; now I think ifs time for you to act.

Importance
1. Sometimes during the interview you may pe called upon to give infemation from your

frame 01 reference in the form of suppbrt, self-disclosure, confronfalion, etc. The self-
expressive' responses, used appropriately, can facilitate the information exchange
process.

2.

3.

Uses

1. To express Ossurance and support.

2. TO disclose something about self to the other person.

or ask:

4. Why Ore self-expressive responses important?

2. What are,somecoMmon uses of self-expressive responses?

106 4, t
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The Interpretive Response .

'. Page 105 of Workbook - 1

Definition
1. Interpretive Responses are statements to explain the meaning of the interviewee's ex-

'perience or to construe the meaning of the interviewee's statement based on theory.

2.. An interpretive Response is a theory-derived response which classiffei the person or asserts
a causal relationship invotvingthe person's thinking, feelings, or actions.

3. InterpretiveRetOonses are statements that link cause and effect.

4. Common descriptors for Interpretive Responses include:

a. Diagnostic response
b. Depth interpretation
cf.Analysis
d. Additive empathic response\

5. Common examples include: N.

a. You -feel and act ... because you think irrationally (from rational-emotive theory).,,
13," That is a result of oral regression (psychoanalytic theory).
c. Your parent has contaminated your adult which has upset your child (transactional

analysis).

6.

7.

8.

IP

t

,

Importance z
. . .

1. Interpretive Responses become important when the counseling aspect of the helping
interview comes into play. ,

2. Interpretive Responses can enable the other persNI to deVelop insight into his thinking,
feeling, and action so that constructive plans can','be made to correct malaciaptiVe"
.behavior patterns. '

3.

4.

5. 3'

1.

US**

1. To help provide Insight

2. To create meaning ,

3. To communicate additive empathic understanding
or ask: f

1. Why are interpretive responses important?

2. How would you use them /n your interviewing?

-1

a
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Discrimination Exercises

Written

1. Ask trainees to turn to pages 106-407 of their workbook.

2. Form triads.

3. Ask.triads to disbuIsseach response and attempt to arrive at a consensus as to the identity
of each response.-. -

-4. Regroup.,

'5. Spokesperson from each triad report to total group on how responses were classified.

6. Discuss as needed.

Tape

1. Ask trainees to turn to pages 81-84 of their typescript manual. This is a typescript of the
interviewer/interviewee interaction on the tape. Page 108 of the workbook provides a quick
reference for the Interaction Techniques.

2. Again form triads.

3. Tell trainees you will periodically stop the recorder and will ask them to classify responses.
Again their group should attempt to arrive at a consensus.

4. Start tape. _

5. Stop periodically and ask triads to discuss and classify and report to total group their
classification of the response.

6. Discuss as'needed.

Role-Play
1. The purpose of this, exercise is to, increase the trainee's skill for discriminating between

various verbal responses and to provide data for an exercise on Interaction' style to be
`presented

2. dive the folloWing directions:
.

a. Form Triads: Each per will have the opportunify to be Interviewer, interviewee, and
observer.

b. As an interviewer your task is to gather as much information as you can about the
interviewee's (1) hometoWn (where he /she now lives), (2) his/her neighborhood
(address, etc.), and (3) present work.

c. As interviewee your task is Just to respond to the interviewer.
d. Ai observer your task is tO use the interaction techniques classification sheet on page

109 of the workbook and classify each response made by the interviewer into one of
the 'seven categories. Important point for obsenhrBe sure 'to use the interaction
techniques classification sheet that belongs to the interviewer`since this will provide
data to be used in a later exercise.

3. Allow approximately 3 minutes per inteiview.

4. Call time and rotate roles until everyone has been interviewer, interviewee, and observer.

ti
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Guidelines for the Facilitative Use
of Moment-to-Moment Reiponies

Page410 of Workbook

1. Use exploratory-focus and check responses to open an interview.

Elaboration by Trainen
This focuses the interview on the concerns of the interviewee. Examples would
include:

"Let's begin by you telling me what brings you here.",
"You look a littli anxious today."

2. Use exploratory-focus reiponses to gather information from the interviewee's perspective.

Elaboration by Trainer:
This enables you .to avoid imposing your own diagnostic biases into the
information gathering process and minimizes categorical and labeling
biases. Examples would include:

"What are you thinking right now?" _

"Tell me more about . .'."
1

3. Utilize exploratory-focus and check responses to break Unproductive pauses during the
interview.

Elaboration by Trainor:
This encourages fhe person to talk with many alternatives for self-expression.
Examples would include:

"Tell me what you are thinking right now."
"You seem to have a loss for wordrright now."

4. Use exploratory-focus, check, and continue responses frequently to build, strengthen,
and maintain rapport.

Elaboration by Trainer: .

4 This communicates attenttvenessoncerh, Involvement, and keeRs the
interview focused on the interviewee's concerns. Examples would incltid'e:

"Tell me what you are experiencing right now?'
."Jt-seems that you think ybu are . . ." (---'
"Urn-hum." ,, .

5. Use exploratory-focus, check, and continue responses when you want to gather addi:
tional information about b topic tieing discussed.

p

-Elaboration by Trainer:
This will facilitate the person's elaboration of a point by encouraging narrative
type of responding. Examples would include:

"Tell me more about ..."
"Essentially then, you think . .."
"Yea." 3

6. Use exploratory- focus, check, and continue responses to facilitate interviewee self-
exploration.

Elaboration by Trainer:
This allows the person free expression and encourages him/her to focus-on
his/her owp concerns. Examples would include:

"Telitne a little about yourself."
"YoLfare angry because you
"Um- hum.

A
VV.
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7. Use restricted -focus responses to gather specific bits of information.

ElaboraHon by Trainer) <

Thais the most direct means of gathering strictly factual information. Examples

,

would include:
"How oict are you?:'

8. Use4estricted-focus responses to narrow the area of conversation.

.Elaboration by Trainer:
Restricted-focus responses may be used when there is a need to narrow the
area of conversation or to focus the person's attention on a central issue
Fxamples would include:

"How old are you?"

9 Use continue responses freely to encourage the interviewee to keikp talking without
interrupting his/her momentum.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Communicates your attentiveness, interest, concern, and involvepnent
Examples would include: .

"Um-huh." . .. ,

. 10. Utilize check responses to communicate your unde=stanoling of what the other person
`is saying.

., A
.

. . ' 4,
Elaboration by Trainer: .

- ,.

This lets him, her know thatpeishe; is understood and enociyages continued
exploration of the-topic. Examples would include ,j, \ _

_
"You're really tense." . .

. .
,

11: Use declarative responses fo present factual inform Lion needed by the interviewee
t .

IElaboration by Trainer: '-.! ril°
, . ) .

. This gives the person information that i§ Qeedecrto promote his/her incilve-
ment9nd participation in the decision making process and promotes his, her.

1 independenCe. . . .. , .
.

12. Make your de'clarative resporises as descriptive i0. character aq neutral in tone as.
possible. .

,
,

,

Elaboration by Trainer: .
Declarative responses are not judgeinental-in nature. They are strictly for

,,transmitting factual and objective information. Therefore, o matter-of-fact
.. attitude and tone of voice will communicate the information QS such.

13. Make your declarative responses in a language the interviewee can understai.

_ElaboraHon by Trainer: ._
.

. ,

0 Jargon and confusing termir0o0.41oyld be avoided if the person is to be
ii,1

- , able to utilize infonmation given. \, ..,

110
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14. When you think the interviewee can benefit from information from your own frame of
reference, use self-expressive responsei.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Self- expressive responses in the form of support, self-disclosure, etc. are
sometimes helpful during the interview. When you think the person can benefit

-from such, utilize them.

15. Avoid self-expressive responses in the.form of inappropriate advice.

Elaboration by Trainer: :*

Independence is a .goal of information dissemination. When advice is given"
in the form of telling someone how to behave, what to do, what not to do, etc.,
it promotes dependence and communicates less respect and regard-for the'
person's ability to make decisions, Presenting alternatives and letting a person
make the choice of how to behave, what to do, what not to dq, etc. promotes
independence and communicates high respect

16 Avoid self-expressive responses that communicate low levels of respect and negative
regard

Elaboration by Trainer:
Preaching,'placating, blaming, cajoling, exhorting, demanding, intellectual-
izing, etc.'oree,examples of self-expressive response,s that con be harmful
especially during the initial contact with a person. Substitute responses that will
enhance rapport and facilitate the information exchange process.

17 When interpretive responses are called for make them at the interviewee:V.evtl of under-
standing.

P lo

Elaboration by Trainer:
You may sometimes want to make an interpretation especially in later inter,
views. When you do, make sure it is at a level which the person can under-
stand. Interpretations are valLieless if they clon't increase the person's under-
standing of self. Avoid over-interpretation and over-analyzing.

Ask trainees to discuss other guidelines for the facilitative use of Moment-to-Moment verbal.-
responses. Discuss each.'

18.

19.

2Q.

1
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Summary of Moment-to-Moment Verbal Responses

1. Direct trainees' attention to chart on pages 111-112 of workbook which summarizes
suggested response's to use for specific objecttves along with examples andlyhy to use
the suggested responses.

2, Use chart as you desire.

.1.
., i
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Step II - Response Styles

Definition of Response Styles
Page i13 of Workbook

Responte'slyle refeis to the interviewers dominant response i-node. plus the supporting
-responses.

2. -Response style refers to Qne's dominant way of interacting in the interview. It is the person's
customary way of collecting and disseminating informatiOh.

3 Response style or mode can be determined by analyzing a frequencydistribution of single
responses; The most frequent response observed while collecting or disseminating
information becomel the "mode" or ...style" of gathering or giving information.

4 Seven interaction modes/styles are identified based on the interviewers interaction
profile. Four serve to collect information, three to give information. They are.

A. Information Collection Response Styles
i. The Listener
ii. The Interrogator
hi. The Explorer
iv. The Reflector

B. Information Dissemination Response Styles
i. The Informer

,ii. The Self-Expresser,
iii. The Interpreter

5 There are different ways to get and give the same information. For example, information (
can be gathered by basically:

A' Remaining quiet and encouraging a person to continue talking by nodding the head,
hard gesturing, and saying phrases such as "um-hum," "right," etc. (the listener).

B. Reflecting back to 6 person what you have heard, thus encouraging him/her to
continue giving information on that topic (the reflector)

C. Asking for the information. This can beii done through closed-ended questions (the
interrogator) or open-ended questions and statements (the explorer).

6 There are different types of information that can be given: Basic, objective, factual infor-
mation from an external frametf reference (the informer) or subjective informatiOn from an
internal frame of reference (the self-expresser), or interpretations of cause and effect (the

Interpreter).

Rationale or Iniportance of Interaction Styles
1 The interviewer's response style will determine the type of interaction during the interview.

Nor overall response style will determine whether the interaction is destructive interaction,
friendly discussion, or helpful interaction.

2. Again, the principles of reinfOrcement and shaping are important with response styles. We g

shape another person's response style by our own.

3.

4

5.
I
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Objectives of Interaction Styles
1: To collect information in the most facilitative manner.

2. To disseminOte information in the most facilitaiive manner. ;

3. To guide the direction of the interview keeping it goal directed so that objectives can be
achieved in the most facilitative and efficient manner.

4.

5.

6.

J
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3.

Interaction. Style --Exercise

Prior to defining, demonstrating, and discussing the various interaction styles, let's
examine the information collection interaction style that you used to collect information

-about a person's hometown, neighborhood, and present job

2 Turn to page,114 of your workbook and determine yobr profile by using the data from page
109 of your workbook ^,

3 Total each column to determine how many of each response you ade.

4: Then determine your total number of responses by adding across t columns.

s 5 .Determine the percentage for each response. This done by dividing e ch respc3nse total
by your total number of responses. For example if y had 5 continue esponses and 40
responses total, divide 5 by 40 and you would get1 Z'2%, which represe s the percentage
of 'continue responses.

6. Do this for all 7 responses.

7 Complete the histogram on page 114 of worljto)Jae
8 The profile indicates your style Now let's look at how this same inf

. collected can be collected in different ways depending on a person

9 Compare your profile with the ones we will now discuss. The following
much of a gobd

`N,

A

4'
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The Listener

Definition
1. The listeners style is characterized by gathering -information by predominately utilizip4

continue responses.

2. Following an introduction of a topio, the interviewer utilizes mainly non-verbal cues such as
head nods, hand gestures, etc., and verbal cues such cts "uh7hum,":'right," "yed," etc. 'to
communicate to the otherbersontat he/she is listeningand interested in the topic being
discussed.

Hypothetical Profile
An interview profile of the listeners interaction responses might look like the one on page 11'5 of
your- wojkbook.

Demonstration of the Listener ).-
Play lape/slide dem?nstration.which provides an exaggerafedecknple of arj interviewer
who would be labeled as a Listener.

or

1. Ask -trainee to come forvtard and role-play interviewee.

2. ,Demonstrate listener style. Examples of suggested responses are as followS:

a. Interviewer: 'Tell me a little about,your hitmetown."
Interviewee response:

b. Interviewer: "Uh-hum." (Head Nod)
Interviewee response:

c. Interviewer: And ...
Interviewee Response:

d. Interviewer: Uh-hum, (head nod), more please.. .
Interviewee Response:
When you have gotten cill the information possible through "uh-hun-4," head nods,
hand gestures, etc. go to another topic and continue in same manner.

e. Interviewer: Tell me about your job.
Interviewee Response:

1. Interviewer. Uh-hum, (head nod), (hand gestures).
Interviewee Response:

g. Interviewer. And ... -
Interviewee Response:

h. Interviewer. eta: etc.

N.

116 2 114.
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Description of Listener
'1. Asli trainees to describe the person who_ predominately uses this type of response

style to collect information during an interview.

2., Points that might be made:

5a. Non-directive
b. Very permissive

, c. Might be indecisive and without self-direction
d. Would have difficulty achieving objectives
e.

g.

Effect of this Approach on the Interviewee and the Interview Process
1 Ask trainees todiscuss the effect this type of approach might have on others and the

interview process; especially on the achievement of objectives.

2. Points that might be made:
a. They might view the interviewer as incompetent.
b. They may think the interview has no,objective.
c. They might .think they were wasting their time.
d. They would be unable to, use the interviewer as a resource.,

t.
1
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The interrogator

Defintt n
1. The interrogators style, is characterized by gathering informatibn by predor pately

utilizing restricted-focus responses.

2. The interviewer gathers specific bits of information from the interviewee-treing direct
_

or closed-ended questions rather:than open-ended questions and statements.

,3. Closed-ended questions that most often begin with "do," "is," "are'," etc. and can be
answered by the other person with only a few-words are the predominant response style.

-.,

Hypothetical Profile
An interview profile of the interrogator's interaction responses might look likethe one on page
116 of your workbook.

3

Demonstration of the Interrogator
Play tape/slide demonskation which provides an exaggerated example of an interviewer
who would be labeled as an Interrogator.

or

1. Ask trainee to come forward and role-play interviewee.

2. Demonstrate interrogator style. Examples ofsuggested respon,ses are as follows:

-a. What town do you live in?
b. Is it a big town?
c. What is the population?
d. Where were you born?
e. How long have you lived there?
f, Is it a nice place to live in?

g. Is that close to ')

h. What streetdo youlive on?
i. How long have you lived there?
j. Is that on the east side or west side of town?
k. Where do you work?
I. Do you like your job?

m. Have you worked there long?
n. What is the address of your work?
o. Is that far from your house?

.

4
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Desdription of the Interrogator
1. Ask trainees to describe the person who predominately uses this type of- response style to

ceilectinforMation during an interview.

2. Points that might be made: f

a, "Detail Man"
b. Someone after "only the facts" .

c. Very directivelt
d.
e.

Effect of this Approach on interviewee and Interview Procesi
1, Ask trainees to discuss the effect this type approach might have on the interviewee and

the interview procesC

2. Points- that might be made:

a. The person would soon learn that he/she was there ofsily to provide-the intervieweicwith
specific bits of information.

b. Would not go into any depth with information.
c. Might get the idea that he/she wds on the 4firing line."
d. A lot of pertinent and relevant information Would not be shared.

.

4.
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The Explorer
,

( ,
,

. sik Defini ition ' 4., , .
%. _

1. The explorer's style is characterized by gathering information by Ptedor,ninately utilizing
exploratory-fdcus responses. 1.

...

2. The interviewer gathers information by mainly utilizing open-ended, questions or
statements that require the other person to use narrative responses.

3. Statements such as "Tell me more about ..." and open-ended questions that typically
begin with "what," "how," "why," "could," and "would" which allow the person more room
for explOration and expansion on a topic are the predominate reipanse mode /styls

.

120

Hypothelicai Profile
,

An interview profile of the explorer's interaction responses migr7k like the onekin page
117 of theworkbook.

DemonstratiOn of the Explorer r

Play tape /slide demonstration which provides an exaggerated example of an interviewer.
MI° would be labeled as an Explorer.

4
. . or ,.

1." Ask trainee to come forward and role-play interviewee.

Demdnstrate explorer style. Examples of Arggesied responses are as

a. Tell me about your hometown or describe your hometown to me.
b. What do you think abouteyour hometOWn?
c. Tell me about where you live there.
d. What do you think about,where you live nova/?
e Tell me about your job.

f. hat do you think about your job?
g. D cribe your feelings.

Description ofdthe Explorer
1. Ask trainees to describe the person who predominately uses'this type response style

to collect information during an interview.
0.

2. Points that might be made:

aN.Maraontinue on and on-with fhe topic under discussion.
b. May fail to cover all topics adequately because of excessive time ;pent on certain

topics. -

6..May fall to provide the interviewee with necessary information.

Effect of this Approsph on Interviewee and Interview Process
1. Ask trainees to discuss the effect this type of approach might have on the inteMewee

and the interview process.

2. Points that might be made: 1:\
a. Feels Ilif,e he/she is being interrogated.

. 4b. Feels like he/ he cannot satisfy, the interviewer.
c. Thirst for kno4Iffedge about him/her.

.
3 1
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The Reflector

Definition.
gathering

..
1. The reflector's style is characterized by gathering information by predominately utilizing

check responses.

2. The interviewer gathers Information by mainly reflecting back to the person what he/she
hears thus encouraging him/her to talk further about the specific topic.

-Hypothetical'profile `
An interview profile of the retie responses might look like the one on page 118

,,-.:4.,s...interaction

reof your workbook.
V ' .

Demonstration of the Reflector
Play tape, slide demonstration which provides an exaggerated example of an interviewer
who would be labeled as a Reflector.

Or C
,7 )

1. Ask trainee to come forward and role-play interviewee.
c

. -

2. Demonstrate refleotor.style. Examples of suggested responses
.

are as follows:

a. Tell me about your hometown.
_,..

b. So you live in
c. You appear to be satisfied/dissatisfied with living there.
d. So you like/diiiike it.
e. Continue to reflect content.of what person is saying and any feeling you may note.

When you can go no further switch to job topic. ,

f. Tell me about your job.
g. So yob work for/at
h. What do you t ink about your job?
i. So you like/disli e it.
j. Continue as ab ve. ,f

ack%
Description of the Reflector /

1. Ask trainees to describe the person who predominately uses this type of response style to
collect information during an interview. t

2. Points that might be.made:
a. Non-directtVe
b. Might be described as a parrOt-
a. Might be inefficient -

d.
e.
f.

9
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1.
Effe of thisiApproach on Interviewee 'Mid-Interview' Process

1. Ask trainees to discuss the effect this type of approach might have on the interviewee and
the interview process especially on the achievement of one's objctives.

2. Points that might be made:
a. Might view the interviewer as having no objectives.
b.
c.

. d.

0
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The }informer

Definition
1. The informer prdle results from focusing primarily upon disseminating information.of a

factual nature.

2. The predominate style of interaction is characterized by declarative responses.
s I ----

Hypothetical Profile . s

An interview profile of the informers interaction techniques might look like the one found on
page 119 of your workbook. .: _

Demonstration of the infornier
Play tape,'slide demonstration which provides an exaggerated example of an interviewer
who would be labeled as an Informer.

o---or

1. Ask trainee to come forward and ple -play interviewee.

2. Defnonstrdte informer style. Examples of suggested, responses are as follows:
a. Describe in detail the role and functit of your agency.
b. Describein detail your role and function within that agency.

Description of the Informer
1. Ask trainees to describe the person who predominately interacted during the interview

with this type of response style.

2. Points that might bemade:'
a. Controller
b. Acts quickly
c.
d.
e.
f.

g. .

Effect of MIS Approach on Interviewee and interview, ProCess
1. Ask trainees to discuss The effect this type of approach might have on the interviewee

and the interview process.ti
2. Points that might t made:

a. Person would earn he is to listen, not talk.
b. Probably would not feel a part of the process.
c.
d.
e.

f.

9.
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The Selxpreser

Definition
1 The self-expres%er profile results from focusing primarily cl, the communication of one's

own values, opinions, etc.

2 information is given only after it has been filtered throiigh your own frame of reference.

3. The 13redorninate style of interaction is characterized by self-expressive responses.

-'
Hypothetical Profile

An interview profile of the self-expressers interaction might look like the one found on page
,120 of your workbooI .

Demonstration of the Self- Expresser
Play tape'slide demonstration whin provi s an exaggerated example t6t an interviewer
who would be labeled as a Self7Expresse

or

Demonstrate self- expresser style. Examples of,suggested responses are as follows:
a. What do you think about your hometown?
b. I think you should move$stay where you live now.
c. Once You have moved /decided to'stay everything will be okay.
d Everyone who lives in a town like that likes/dislikes it.
e I wouldn't move to another place just like it. I think you would be better off in a town

twice that size. There's more things to do. Kids are happier, etc.
1 What do you think about your job?

g I think you should tell your supervisor that. He should know eXactly how you feel and
what you think. /

h NOu're a better- person for it , 144
i. Usually peoplein jobs like that "burn lut" in a few years. So be aware of that. You might

want to think about changing jobs before that happens. ,
j. I feel the same way you do. Everybody does. If they say they don't then they're being

dishonest.

o
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1.

Description of the Self-Expresser
1. Ask jrainees to describe the person who predominately interacted duririTe interview
/ with this type of response style.

-
4;,-` 2. PbintttrIdt might be made:

a. Depending on the type of Self-Expressive responses made, could be labeled:
i.the adviser
ii. the self-disclbser
iii. the supporter
iv. the confronter
v. the moralist ,

b. Person with all the answers
c.

(

d.
e

f

g.

Effect of this Approach on Interviewee and Int?rview Process
1. Ask trainees to discuss the effect this type of style might have on the interviewee and the

interview process. Possible points to make.

2. Points that might be made:
a. They would become very dependent.
b. Learn to listen a lot.
c. Might think they were being patronized.
d. Would fall to gain self-confidence from his/her interaction with interviewer.

I

\S
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The Interpreter

Definition
1. The interpreter profile results from the interviewer focusing primarily on giving information

of a cause-and-effect nature based on a theoretical position.
/

2. The predominate mode/style of ig Fiction is characteilzed by interpretive responses.

Hypothetical Profile
An interview profile of the interpreters interaction techniquet mightl6ok like the one found on
page 121 of your workbook.

Demonstration of the Interpreter
Play tape/slide demonstration which provides an exaggerated example of an interviewer
who would be, labeled as an Interpreter.

or

Demonstrate interpreter style. Examples of suggested responses are as follows:
a. Where do you live?
b. Yea, you most likely live there because as a child you wereyaised in a similaf 'Dicke so

you naturally look for a place that is similar to your childhood town. You feel more
secure there.

c. Continue with cause and effect statements.
d.
e.
f.

Description of,the Interpreter,
1. Ask trainees tgdescribe the person who predominately interacted during the interview

with this type of response.,

2.. Points that might be made:
a. The interviewer would be aggressive.

b. The interviewer would lack interpersonal tact.
c. The interviewer would have little understanding of orb* timing, in interviewing.

Effect of this Approach on Interviewee and interview Process
4. Ask trainees fo discuss- he effect this type of approach might hoie'on the intervieweaand

the interview proceis.

2. `Points that might be made:
a. Ithtnight Make.the interviewee anxious.
b. It Might make The interviewee angry.
c. The interviewee might view the interviewer as insensitive and somewhat obnoxious.

../k
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Guidelines for a Facilitative Reiponse Style
Page 122 of Workbook

1. Encourage the person to .appear for the interview by practicing, facilitative attracting
actions.

Elaboration by Trainer
Extend an invitation to a person that informs him/her of the who, what, when,
why, and how of the interview in such a manner that it will motivate or induce
hirg/her to desire the interview. Attracting actions can determine whether or not
you will have an interview.

2. Plan the interview. 4

Elaboration by Trainer.
It is difficult to facilitatively guide the exploration or discussion within the
interview if you don't know what you are trying to accomplish. Develop
interview objectives and stratagies to achieve those objectives.

3. Structure the interview setting to facilitate the information exchange process

Elaboration by Trainer.
The degree to which the interviews vests him/herself in the information
exchange process may depend a I t on your structuring actions. Arrangethe
interview environment in such a manner that interest in the person is communi-
cated and all obstacles to open communication are eliminated.

4. Assume a position to exchange information in the most effective manner.

ElaboraVon by Trainer: -

Facilitative positioning action places you in the best position to observe and
listen thus enhancing the inforTation collection process. It also communi-
cates the kind of information to The interviewee that wilt reinforce the person's
offering information and will help them utilize information disseminated byyou.

5 Observe the person.

Elaboration by Trainer -
Facilitative observation actions will enable you, o advantagebf a very rich ,

source of data about the personnon-verbat communication.

6. Listen to your interviewee.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Listening enables you to gain additional informbtion about the person that is unavail,
able through observing only.

7. Orgtinize the infOrmation you have collected in a systematic fashion?
°

Elaboration by Trainer:
*par

Organizing the information you have gathered through facilitative observing
and listening actions will enable yop to respond to the person in the most
helpful manner.

8. Open the interview with-fesponses that will focus first on the concerns of the interviewee.
o

Elaboration by Trainer:
Ask: What are the most helpfurresponses for achieving this? Make following
point Exploratory-focus andror check responses are useful responses to focus
first on the interviewee's concerns. Then declarative responses may be needed
to give theeperson factual information or self-expressive responses for support.

1.
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9. Continue to facilitate the information exchange process by focusing on the interviewee''s-
concerns.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Ask: What are the most helpful responses for achieving this? Make following
points: The previous guideline was concerned only with opening the interview.
This guideline emphasizes the importance of continuing to focus on the
person's concerns. Remember, the helping interview-1s to primarily help the
person. Exploratory-focus, check, and continue responses are useful to keep
the focus on the interviewee.

10. Allow the interviewee as many alternatives for self-expression as possible.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Ask: What are the most helpful responses for achieving this? Make following
points: Continue, exploratory-focus, and check responses allow the greatest
amount of freedom. Use these responses whenever you want the person to
have as much room for self-expression as possible and avoid the restricted-
focus response.

11. Facilitate the interviewee's elaboration of topics.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Ask: What are the most helpful responses for achieving this? Make following
points: Exploratory-focus, check, and continue responsakegcOurage narra-
tive responding instead of short, quick answers.

12. Use responses that tend to widen the interviewee's perceptucil field.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Ask: What are the most helpful responses for achieving this? Make following
points: Exploratory-focus responses tend to solicit the other person's views,
opinions, thoughts, feelings, etc. thus widening 'his/her perceptual field.
Restricted-focus responses tend tb curtail Mb person's perceptual field.

.13. "Train" the other person to freely express him/herself.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Ask: What are the most helpful responses for achieving this? Make following
points: We can "train" otters how to respond by the way we respond to them..
If you want short, quick answers with very little elaboration, utilize the restricted-
focus response. However, if you want the Other person to express him/herself
openly avoid the restricted-focus and freely use exploratory-focus responses
followed by check and continue responses.

14. Establish this "training" process early.

Elaboration by Trainer: ,

If you begin the interview by asking a lot of closed-ended questions, you may
be setting a pern of responding that is not helpful. Therefore, early in the
interview utilize freely the exploratory-focus, check, and continue responses so
that a helpful pattern will be established.

126
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15. Build, strengthen, and maintain a positive relationship.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Ask: What are the most helpful responsestfor achieving this? Make following
points: The faCilitative non-verbal interaction techniques of positioning,
observing, and listening along with the verbal responses of continue, check,
and exploratory-focus, tend to facilitate rapport. Whereas, negative and
non-verbal interactiontechniques and an excessive use of closed-ended

`questions tend to retarcr/apport building.

16. Communicate your affentivenesS,..concerfi, and involv,ement.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Ask; What are the most helpful resppnses for achieving this? Make following
.points: Facilitative non-verbal interaction techniques along with
continue responses will help you communicate your attentiveness,concern, and
involvement. This can facilitate the information exchange process.

17. Avoid the use of questions as your only tool for gathering information.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Mk: What responses will help you avoid excessive question asking? Make .

following point: Check responses and exploratory-focus responses in the
forms of statements such as "Tell me more about or "Describe the situation
to me" can help you avoid an excessive amount of questions.

18. Let the interviewee know you are hearing him/her correctly.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Ask: How do you achieve that? Make following point: Check responses in the
form of reflections enable you to let the 'person know that you are hearing
him/her accurately.

19. Commu.nicate your empathic understanding frequently.

Elaboration by Trainer:
,Ask: Which .response communicates empathiA understanding? Make
following points: Organizing the information you have collected in a
systematic' fashion and feeding back your understanding of the person's
behavior via check responses in the form of empathic statements communi-
cates your understanding and facilitates the information exchange prpcess.
Interpertive _responses also communicate empathic understandhg at
deeper levels.

'20. Do not hesitate to clear up your thinking as to what the interviewee may mean in what
he/she is communicating:

Elaboration by Trainer: . .

Mk: Which response achieves this? Make following point:Verbalize whatyou
think the person is communicating via the check response. This gives the
person a chance to see how well he/she is being understood and provides an
opportunity for him/her to clarify any misunderstanding. Check responses
allow you to check your hypotheses. -

127,



,,21. Break unproductive pauses during the interview with responses that keep the focus On the
inteMewee. 7 .

Elaboration by Trainer:
.` Asia What are useful responses for doing this? Make following point

Exploratory-focus and check responses kqpp the focui on the Interviewee and
encourage self-expression. 1`

22. When factual information is needed by the interviewee .utilize declarative responses
appropriately.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Make your declarative responses as descriptive in character and neutral in
tone as possible. Utilize a language the person understands. Avoid jargon or
words the inteMewee does not understand. Pay attention to timing and the
amount of information given in one shot.

3. When information from your frame of reference seems appropriate use self-expressive
responses wisely.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Use when needed for support; self-didclosure, assurance, etc. Avoid bl
exhorting, demanding, advice, etc. Self-expressive responses are likely to be
more helpful when they promote independence and communicate positive
regard than when they promote dependence and communicate negative
regard.

24. When interpretations appear appropriate utilize interpretive responses wisely.

Elaboration by Trainer:
Interpretive responses will most likely occupy a limited space in your interviews.
When you are called upon to make an interpretation avoid over-interpreting
and over analyzing. Be sure the inteMewee understands you and your
interpretation does achieve its objective of increasing the person's under-
standing of the cause and effect aspects of his behavior and other interacting
variables.

Ask trainees to suggest other guidelines for a facilitative style. Discuss each.

25.

26.

27.
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Sumnialy of Interaction Styles-

1. Major response styles have been introduced, detihed, and discussed.

2. The dKagram on pbge of.your, workbook summarizes the major response styles.

3. You have learned to identify and discriminate between the major retponse styles.

4. Guidelines for a facilitative'response style have been discussed.

5. Prior to putting into practice everything learned up to this point, review the chart on pages
124-126 of workbook.

6. Discuss as_needed.

4
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Demonstrate Facilnalfre Response Style .

1. To-demonstrate a facilitative response style, utilize the audio tape dernr Istration (Shirley
Steed).

ott
2. Give trainees the following instructions:

a. Turn to pages 127-128 of workbook and review Interaction Techniques Classification
Form.

b. As you listen to tape, classify each interviewer response using the Interaction Tech-
niques Classification Form Worksheet.

c. When interview segment is completed, turn to page 129 of workbook and do an
interview profile of interviewer in tapdd segment using your Interaction Techniques
Worksheet. PerCent obtained by dividing column totals by total number of responses.

d. Discuss in relation to principles for a Facilitative Response Style.
e. Also discuss interviewer's information collection and dissemination effectiveness.

ResultsAg Facilitative Response Style
Ask trainees to discuss possible results of the above response style. Be sure the following

points are made.

1. Interviewee will feel free to express his/her experience.

2. Indepth exploration of topics.

3. Inte ee will not feel restricted or limited in his/her experience.

4. Positive relationship established.

5. Interviewee will be involved in process.

6. Interviewee`concems will be discussed.

7. The communication process will be open.

8. Interviewee will be involved in Process.'

9.

10.

11.

J
Practice Response Styles

Ask trainees, to turn to page 130 of workbook and complefre exercise of their interaction
profile during an Jriteiview and the self-rating guide on pages 131-132.

Following completion of exercise do imagery exercise. Elthig play tape orverbaliy guide the
trainees through the exercise yourself using the following script:

lao
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Give following directions after trainees have assumed 'a comfortable position.

1. In one slow but continuous motion, take inb deep breath and force it out. As you are
breathing out, think just one word: "Relax."

2. At the end of breathing out, hold your breatMor approximately ten seconds (you may
estimate. seconds by counting one thousand One, one:thousand two, etc.)

3. Keep repeating steps 1 and 2 for two to three minutes or as long as it takes Or you to feel

calm. "?'
et

.4 Now that you are. totally relaxed, feeling, calm, and comfortable, picture or fantasize
yourself, as vividly and intensely as you cane, preparing for an interview. See yourself first,
sitting at your desk planning your interview. You are in the process of developing a "game
plan" which will guide and the interviewee's interaction .during the interview.

5. You are writing down your objectives. See yourself doing this. Go ahead. Keep writing
your objectives. You want to ettdblish rapport. You want to determine the appropriateness

of this referral . keep listing your objectives . . . ,

6. Have you finished? Now you are thinking to yourself. What information will the interviewee
need from me to achieve those objectives? You start to list topici of information to give to

- the person. You are listing such things as your role and function, your agency's role and
function, the interviewee's rights and responsibilities, confidentiality, etc. Go ahead listyour
topics as you continue to be relaxed and calm. Can you do this? ... Have you done that?

7. Now you begird to think about information you will need from the interviewee to achieve

your objectives. You think aboutthat awhile ... Now see yiurself Beginning to list italicsof
information you will need to get from the person you,are inbriewing. You are pr ably

listing-things like interviewee's expectations, his/her feelings about being referred to your

agency, etc. Go Ahead continue to list your topics . . .

8. Now that you have developed your objectivesiana listed topics to discuss that will help you ..

achieve your objectives, you begin to think aboutthe most efficient awl effectivewayto go
about collecting and disseminating that ipformation. Listen-to your thoughts. You are

A thinking, I'm going to structure4e environment to enhance this process before the

interviewee gets here. When the person gets here, I will give hiln/her a lot of freedom of ,)
expression. I will be very flexible. Although I have a plan, I will not imposelhat plan on the

person because I will attends first to the concerns °of the person. I realize moment-to-

moment objectives may arise that will take precedent overIty general objeCtives. I will not

become so involved in kims,Oaper work, etc that I forget I have a person with me. I will
communicate at the interviewee's level of understanding and avoid Jargon, etc. I will give

him/her information in a well timid fashion and not "overload" the person with too much

at ohe time. J will make every atfempt to make sure the interviewee understands the

' information.' give. When collecting information, I will use mostly open-ended questions
and statements restricting the use of closed -ended questions to only when it is necessary"

to get specific bits of informati/h. p

9. Lam cognizant of exactly what I want tO achieve. But I know if Unnecessaly.to collect

every conceivable piece of information,about the interviewee in er to get a full under-

standing of him/her. I will only collect those things that are important to rriy understanding
of the person: Therefore, I will avoid q "facts with no meaning" or "fact; with minimum .
meaning" approach. I will explore each topic In a systematic fashion and indepth and
avoid.jumping from topic to topic in a shotgun fashion.

°
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10. Can you hear you rself thinking these-thoughts? Listen. Continue to relax .

11. Now I would like for you to imagine yourself preparing your office to receive the inter-
viewee. You have planned the interview and thought about howyou will carry that plan
out. Now see yourself structuring the interview setting to facilitate the informationexchange
*process.

12. As you'Continue to relax and feel calm, see yourself .arranging the fOrniture so as not to',
have physicalbarriers between you and the person youare interviewing. You are chedking
to see that the furniture is comfortable. Now you are clearing your desk ot.thingi you
abn't want theperson to see. The i terviewee is to arrive in 5 minutes so you arrange for all t
incoming calls to be held. You your "do not distuV"_sign ready-to put on the dOor.

',There is no outside noise.°The tem ratureand lightingls controlled. Now you sit down in
your chair to review your adjectives one more time before the interviewee earrivev

13. Relax, You are feeling calmlbt,4010nfortable: It is time fOr the perSonto arrive and for
you to conduct an interview. But for a few moments just enjoy being relaxed'and calrri\,

134

14. Now picture to yourself or fantasize, as vividly and as intensely as you can, conducting
an interview. Really see yourself performing positive attending behavior and responding to
the person in an open-ended fashion.

15.,See yourself very,vividty leaniqg your body toward the person, observing everything the
person is doing, listening intently to what is being said. ,

16. Imagine yourself asking open-ended questions, making open-ended statements while
avoidin6 a closed-ended style. Really hear and see yourself doing this.

.
17. Imagine i eeling very natural to act this way i your interview,. Feel yourself bring calm

but determi ed to be effective. Can you do that? Have you iflone that?

18. Really see yo rself carrying out your 'plan and doing* things you thoUght abo.ut earlier
when you were thinking about how to co duct yourinterview.
see yourself focusing on the Interviewee a a person

° hear yourself communicating ) the person' level of understanding
see yourself sittingfacing the rson squarely -\
see your body inclinellatoward the person yr

see yourself maintaining eye contact
see yqur open posture ...

.. ,
. 19.Can you do this? Continue-to relax , .. and really see yourself observing the interviewee
. looking at the person's level of activity , 0

looking at the person's gestures, facial expressions, etc._
observing patterns in the person's behavior °
suspending judgements about the person

Ib: Continue to be relaxed, calm, but determined
hear yourself utilizing an open-ended style of responding
hear yourself letting the Interviewee know how you understand-- .

-

see and hear yourself communicating your attentiveness, coneern, and involvement
,

21 Continue to be relaxed. You are enjoying-your performance. You ark pleased with your
performance.



{- B Role-Play Practice

1. Form groups of three.

2. Each member of the group will have the opportunity to assume role of interviewer, inter-
viewee, and observer.

3. Interviewer is to conduct, an initial interview utilizing the interview plan on page 30 of
workbook. (May also use intake interview forms brought by trainee)

4. Interviewee is to respond to interviewer.

5. Observer is to use page 133 of interviewer's workbook to classify each response made Oy
interviewer.

6: Start call time after approximately thirty minutes.

7. Fpllowing the iritervieiv, the interviewer is to utilize the self-rating guides on pages 135-138
of workbook to rate his /tier performance.

8: Interviewee, observer, and interviewer complete profile on page 134 of interviewers
workbook.

9. Discuss profile, self-rating, and interviewee and observer give interviewer feedback.

1.0. Rotate roles until everyone has been interviewer, interviewee, andlobieiver.

0

,

°

Additional or Alternate Training Exercises
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Integrating the Components

Utilize the Sistematic Interview-Programming Format and Relevant Information Awareness
Matrix to summarize total training up to this point.

A. Systematic Interview-Programming Format
1. We have now provided additional answers to question 4What is-the most effective

and efficient way to exchange information, See page 139 of workbook.

2. Frequent use of the open-ended responses, continue, exploratory-focus, and check
responses facilitate the collection of relevant information while developing and
maintaining a positive, relationship with the interviewee.

3 The use of declarative, self-expressive, and interpretive responses allow you to give
different types of information.

4 How does this affect the Relevant Information Awareness MatA?
z

B. Relevant Information Awareness Matrix
1 The diagram on page 140 of workbook reveals how the information awareness matrix

might look after applying the guidelines that have been discussed..

2. Most of theielevant inforinati6ii that was originally unknown by the interviewer or the
. interviewee but was known byrne-other is now known. nat remains is further redu ion

of the unknown dimensionthat area where information is known by neith the
interviewer or interviewee. External sources of information as well ds continue inter-
action between the intervieXr and interviewee will-reduce this dimension fu her

3! The Result. All information that is relevant to' the achievement of your objectiv s i§ now
known. tience the chances of accomplishing your goals and objectives are very
good.

-

...

6 I.
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-Wherelailow

Intfoduction To trainer
This section is divided into Step. I Skill Assessment and Step II - Skill Development. Step I

allows the trainees to review where they are now by analyzing their skill levels and attitude
toward implementing what they have learned. Step II is intended to extend the skill develop-
ment beyond the workshop and encourage -trainee$' to practice and monitor their skill
development back home. The objectives of this section are to influence the trainee to:

1. Assess their present skill Level .-

2. Assess their attitude toward applying their skills

3. Continue the development of skills beyond the workshop

a
44
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Step I - Skill Assessment
614

Skill Assessment
Instruct trainees to turn to page 14,7 of workbook a do Exercise 1 They are asked to

compare the results on pages 130-132 of their workbook with the data on pages 133-138 of
their workbook to analyze their skill4evels and discuss the questions in Exercise 1.

Attitude Assessment
1 Trainees are asked to examine their attitude about applying the skills learned back home.

Instruct them to do Exercise '2 on page 147 of workbook in small groups.
2: Allow time for discussion, then discuss in a total group.

p
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Step II *- Skill Deyelopment

Skill Deelopment
Page 148 of Workbook

1. The development of your skills as an interviewer has been the primary objective of-this
training program.

2. The goal has been to impact you in the precis of cognitive learning, attitudinal reaction,
and overt behavior change. ./

3. Hoover this impact which is related to yodr skill development is a continuing process.
Your development of skills as an interviewer is comple a restkl of finishing this
workshop. Your skill development is an ongoing process and go and this training
program.

4. Therefore, Systematic Interviewing Skills Training is not over for you. This program has been
your first step in producing job performance change.

5. Job performance change implies 'that you change your typical way of performing that
job. Research has indicated that many interviewers do very little planning of their interview,
do`not disseminate a majority of information to interviewees to effectively involve them in
the decision making process,- do not collect sufficient information to gain a complete
understanding of the interviewee, and utilize closed-ended questions.

6. If this has been your typical pattern of interviewing, it most likely is a habit with you and
will be apaffem not easily broken.

\7. Changing habits requires time and consistent practice. Usually more time and practice
than you have heicLduring this program.

491. To change your old way of interviewing will reqyire you to.engage in repeated, conscious,
and purposeful action to replace your old habitual way of behaving.

9. It will require self-observatidi or self-monitoring, self - evaluation and criticism, attention
to details of each performance, and persistent did extensive practice on your part.

10. Are you willing to develop your skills as an effective interviewer? If so, the remainder of
this training program will focus on information and techniques that will facilitate your skill
development.

11.

4
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The Stages of Skill Development~
Page 149 of Workbook

1. Skill development can be conceptualized as a reeducational or retraining process.
You are reeducating or retraining yourself to do something different from the way you
have preViously been educated or trained to do.

di

2. There are six stages' or steps that you go through to achieve the formation of a new skill
that will become your habitual way of acting. If it does not become your habitual way of
acting, we can say the skill is not fully developed yet. Those six steps/stages of skill develop-
pent are:

Stage 1
Cognitive Understanding This is learning the basic concepts and principles. Right
now you know what to do during the interview. You have learned all the princ,iples,
concepts, and guidelines to, systematically program your interview. You know the
inforrriation you need to give ttfe interviewee and to get from the interviewee. You know
how to exchange information via non-verbal interaction. You know the moment-to-

, moment responses and the most facilitative response style to exchapge information.

'Stage 2
Converting Practice This refers to acting on your cognitive understanding. You begin
to ignore your old habits of interviewing and start to regularly practice the cognitive
understanding you have. In other words you start converting your cognitive under-
standingstanding to behavioral actions. You have done some of that here. Afterthe introduction
of the guidelines in this training you received the opportunity-to practice putting
those guidelines into effect. You will most likely attempt to practice these guidelines,
when you get back home,

Stage-3
Cognitive-Emotive Dissonance Some of you may L at Stage 3 nowcognitive-
emotive bissonance, where your cognitive understanding, emotional reaction, and
overt perfcImance are in discord. If not, you most likely will enter this stage when you
attempt to implement what you have learned back home. Cognitive-emotive
dissona nce means performing a behavior that is not logical foryOur habitual feelings.
It is What happens when you do something new and it just doesn't feel like you. You do
interviewing correctly or as it has been taught here, but you feel uncomforlable and
strange. It is as if you are pretending to bewhat you are not. The degree of dissonance
experienced by you, of course, will, be determined by how different your new behavior
is from your old behavior. The greater ,e difference, the greater the dissonqnce.

This is an extremely important stage in skill development because many people will
stop practicing their new behavior because of it and go back to their old'pattern of
behaving. Because of that, we will talk more about cognitive - emotive dissonance later.

Stale 4:
Persistent and Extensive Practice This stage is required to overcome emotive
dissonance and to fully develop your newskill. You can prdctice performing your nevi
skill, and you can practice feeling the way you want.to feel. If you will persist with
extensive practice, you will eliminate your cognitive-emotive dissonance and fully
develop your skill.

'Adapted from Maxie MaultsbYs five stages of emotional reeducation in Maultsby. M Holp YciursIf to Happiness. New York-institute
for Rational LMng. 1975.

.
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Stage 5
Cogntlive-Emotive Harmony This stage occurs when you start feeling natural while
performing your new behavior. You begin to perform all the guidelines discussed
during this program, and you no longer feel uncomfortable and strange. Your "gut"
reaction' has caught up with your cognitive understanding.

Stage 6 .

Skill FOrmation Your new way of behaving has now become as natural, normal and
involuntary as your old way of behaving Lised to be. You new skill has been developed
fully. You no longer have to think about what to do, you just do it naturally. You have
both the skill plus the attitude to be effective at performing the new behavicir.

4r
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Overcoming Cognitive-EmotiveDissonance and Developing
CognitiveEmotive Harmony by Persistent and Extensive Practice

31. The complete formation of your new skills can be accomplished by recognizing cognitiye-
emotive dissonance, persisting with your practice of the skills, thereby eliminat(ng
cognitive-emotive dissonance and developing cognitive-emotive harmony.

2. An example of cognitive-emotive dissonance is found on page 150 otyour workbook.
(Allow time to review example)
Cognitive-emotive dissonance is resolved through persistent an extensive practice
whether relearning to drive a cardifferently or relearning to conduct cA interview differently.

3. Practice can involve three types. You can rehearse your new behavior mentally and
practice feeling the way you' want to feel and doing the things you want to do.

4. You can practice in a role play situation as you have here;
,

5. And finally, you can practice your new skills in real-life situations.

6. The following exercises will help you develop your practice session for stage 4 of skill
development, so you can, rehearse your new skills and move ,on through stage

. 3cognitive-emotive dissonance, into stage 5cognitive-emotive harmOny and end with
skill formationstage 6.
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Stage 4, Persistent & Extensive Practice

Step I
Be rsal Imagery Practice

T e followi is a technique you can teach the trainees and instruct them to do every day
fo the next Pee weeks. This activity allows traineeslo rehearse how they want to feel and

ow they want to act during the interview. Practicing feeling the Way you want to feel as you
practice doing what. you want to do facilitates/ the elimination ,of cognitive-emotive
dissonance and speeds cognitive- emotive harmon* and skill formation.

Page'151 of Workbook

1. Imagery practice requires you to as vividly as possible imagine yourself seeing, hearing,
thinking, feeling and doing the things you want in the interview:

2. A useful approach to use is follow instructions on page 151 of your workbook or develop a
script of what you want to see, hear, think, feel, and do during the interview and record it on
re: When recording your script really put yourself into the situation. Intensely and
vrvidly describe in detail the behavior. Then for at least once a day for the next threeweeks,
find a place where you will not be disturbed. Get very comfortable and relaxed. Turn on
your recorder and strdngly imagineyourself doing the things described on the tape. Really
see yourself performing your script.

° 3. A suggested script to use can be seen on pages 154-152 of Your workbook. It is to serve asa
guide for you deyeloping your own.

4. Instead of trainees developing their own scripts, they may utilize the Interviewing Skill
- Imagery Rehearsal tape provided with the practice. However, encourage trainees to
develop their own script so,that they may be very specific and can personalize more
than the following general script.

Step 2
Behavior Rehearsal - Role-Play Practice

Page 152 of Workbook

1. A, second way to ensure persistent and extensive practice of your skills is via role-play.

2. You have already done role-play exercises during this training program, but you need
not eliminate this approach Just because the workshop portion of this training is coming to
an and.

3. You can role-play an interview back home and continue to get valuable practice in a safe

setting.

4. Get someone to role-play an inteMewee for you as you role-play the interviewer. That
someone may be yoUr spouse, frier*, or a co-worker.

5. Develop a specific time when you and your role-play partner can be alone for the period
of time required to conduct a typical .interview.

6. A technique to be4escribed later(on page 153 of yooworkbook)called Behavior Review
will, help you.to as ss your effectiveness of practicing the skills. The use of Behavior Review
is highly recommended because you want to be sure you a applying the skills correctly
during your practice sessions. This technique allows ybUtO r etve this feedback via sea- -

monitoring.
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Step 3-
Behavior Rehearsal - In Vivo Practice

Page 152 of Workbook

. 1. A third way to ensure persistent and extensive practic'e of your skills is in vivo or live practice.

2. This means actually performing the skills during a "real" interview.

3. Youfnay begin this type of practice immediately on your return home oryou might want to
engage in the type of practice described in steps 1 and 2 for a period of time.

a' Since most of you are "required" because of your job function to conduct interviews
regardless of your skill levels, you will probably be doing this type of practice in conjunition
with steps 1 and/or 2.

5. However, look upon your next several interviews as being in vivo practice instead of expect-
ing yourself to be "perfect" at the application of the things you have learned during this
workshop. Remember you are still learning the skills. You have not developed them fully
yet.

6. Utiliie Behavior Review with-your in vivo practice. Monitoring your performance during°
these practice sessions is veil/ helpful in achieving levels 5 and 6 of skill development.

0
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The Use of Behavior Review with Role-Play, In Vivo Practice,
and a Self-Monitoring Program

Page 153 of Workbook

i The following is needed for Behavior Review:
a. Tape Recorder
b. Microphone

°c. Tapes
d. Interview Self-Assessment Devices

2. a. Tape recorder, mike, tapes - When practicing your skills via role-play or in vivo, record
each session so that you, can review your performance-utilizing tie interview self-
assessment devices.This will give you the kind of feedback needed to make adjust-
ments and indicate spedfic skill areas to focus on.

b. Interview Self-Assessment Devices - The following forms are used for behavior review.

i. The Systematic Interview Programming SeltAssessment Guide -This is a form
that allows you lo assess your pre-interview behavior. It includes themssessment
areas of attracting, planning, and structuring activities.

ii. The information Dissemination Self-Rating Form -This form includes major topics
which might be introduced during the interview in order to involve the interviewee
in the Orocess. As you listen to your taped interview, you can check the topics that
were discussed during the interview as well as your siyie of disseminating infor- 1,

matron. This allows you to see what topics were focused on and which onesyou
ignored during the interview.

iii. The Info on Collection Self-Rating Form - This form includes topics which
are import to cover during the interview in order to develop an understanding
of the interviewee. As you listen to your taped interview, you can check thetopics
that were discussed and assess your collection style. This allows you to see which
topics were focused on and which ones you ignored.

iv. The Interaction Techniques Self-Rating Guide - This guide allows you to assess
your interaction 'Style immediately following an interview by evaluating your
performance in the interview of various behaviors covered during the training
program.

v. The Interaction Techniques Classification Form - This form enables you to classify
each response you make during the interview. As you listen to the taped interview,
you determine what each of your moment- to- rrioment responses is. You can then
develop your interview profile with the next form and further analyze your inter-
action style.

vi. The Interaction Profile Sheet,- This sheet aal6ws yob to develop your interaction
profile based on the results on the Interaction Techniques Classification Form.You
can then determine your interaction style during your interview

.v.
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3. Procedure
a. Prior to the interview, as part of your structuring activities, set up a tape recorder to

record your interview.

b. If y6u are to record an actual interview, include as one of your infOrmation dissemi-
nation topics a discussion of the recording process anqbtain permissiop to make
the recording.

c. Following the int rview (as soon qs possible) rate your performance on the systematic
. Interview Progr ming Self-Assessment Guide and the. Interaction Technique

Self-Rating Guide. Then play the tape and rate your performance on the Information
Dissemination and Collection Rating Forms and claisify each of your moment-to-
moment responses using the Interaction Techniques Classification Form. Then
develop your interactiqn profile on the Interaction Profile Sheet.

d. Compare your performances, where appropriate, with baseline data, your workshop
performances, and any previous evaluations you may have.

9 ,
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Using SeiReinforcement Facilitate Skill Development
1

Discuss following with trainees: (Page 154 workbook)

1. If you frequently avoid doing things that you know will improve your performance because
of any number of reasons (e.g., lack of time, no interest) you may want to use the
following self- management methods to etibourage yourself to do the necessary Practice
everyday.

2. Select some activity that you highly enjoy and that you tend to do everydaysuch.pS
reading, watching 1V, social-ootWities1 eating some choice food; etE"m"---'14.-

reward.
3. Use this bctivitiy as a reinforcer or reward by only -allowing yQurseff to engage it after

yqu have practiced your skills for that day. Othebvise, no

4. You may also select some activity you find unpleasant 'such as cleaning the bathtub,
washing the car, cleaning all the windows in your htuseand penalize yourself by
making yOursetf perform that activity everyday you do not priictice your skills.

' 5. Ybu might want to also airangeowith someone to monitor you and to help you actually
ebny out the penalties you set lor_yourself. ,, .
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Self- Monitoring Program

As part of the continuation of Skill Development training, participants are asked to perform
the action on page 155 of the workbook.
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Trainees Outline

I,. Introduction To Systematic Interviewing Skills
A. General Wroduction

1. TyPeS ol Interviews
2. ExaMple

B: Definition of S tematic interviewingSkills
C. Rationale or Im °dance of Systematic Interview Skills
D. Philosophy of Sys matic Interviewing Skills

1. The Informatio Exchange Process
I 2. Engaging Othe in Interaction

3. Functions of an I teiviewer
E. Overview of Training C mponents
F. Objectives of Systematic Interviewing Skills Training

II. Systematic Interview Programming
' A. Definition of Systematic Interview Programming

B. Rationale for Systematic Interview Prograr#ning
C. ObjeCtives of Systematic Interview Programming

III Systematic Interview Programming' Step I - Attracting the Interviewee
A. Definition of Attracting A

B. Rationale for Attracting
C.. Objectives for Effective Attracting
D. Guidelines for Effective Attracting
E. Del-nonstration of Ineffective Attracting

Exercise 1
F. Demonstration of Effective Attracting

Exercise 2
G. Practice Attracting

1. Exercte 3
2. Exercise 4

H. Summary of Attracting
I. Self-AssessTent

IV. Systematic Interview Programming_ - Step 11 - Planning the interview
A. Definition of Planning

1. General Definition
2. Types of Objectives

B. Rationale for Planning
C. Guidelines for Effective Planning
D. Demonstration of Ineffective Planning `-

Exercise 1
E. Demonstration of Effective Planning

-Exercise 2
F. Practice Plannin6

1. Exercise 3
2. Exercis 4 ,
3. Exercise 5

G. summary of Ptannin9
H. Self-Assessment
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V: Systemafic Interview Programming - Step III - Structuring the Interview.Seffing
A. Definition of Structuring
B., Rationale for Structuring
C. GUIdelines for Effective Structuring
D. Demonstration of Ineffective Structuring

Exercise 1
E. Demonstration of EffeCtive Structuring

Exercise 2
F. Demonstration of Ineffective Structuring

Exercise 3 .
G. Demonstration of Effective Structuring

Exercise 4
H. Practice Structuring

Exercise 5
I. Self-Assessment

J. Summary of Systematic Interview Programming

VI. .Information Exchange During the Interview Process
A, Definition of Information Exehange
B. Rationale for Information Exchange
C. Objectives of Informatrtn Exchange

VII. Information Exchange - Step I - InfOrmation Dissemination
A Definition of Information DiSsemination
B. Rationale for Informatron Dissemination

1. ,General Rationale
2. Dr. Fairfoce Exercise

C. Objectives of Information Dissemination
D. Guidelines for'Effective Information Dissemination

° E. Demonstration of Ineffective Information Dissemination
Exercise 1

F. Demonstration of Effective Information Dissemination
Exercise T

G. Practice Information Dissemination
4, Expanding Game Plan
2. Role -Play

H. Summary of Information Di6semination
I. Self-Assessment

VIII. Integrating the Components
A. Systematic Intervied Programming Format
B. Information Awareness Matrix.
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IX. Information Exchange - Step II - Information Collection
A. Definition of Information Collection
.B. Rationale for Information Colliaction
C. Guidelines for Effective Information Collection
D. Demonstration of Ineffective Information Collection

Exercise 1
E. Demonstration of Effective Information Collection

Exercise 2
F. Practice Information Collection

1. Developing Information Collection Topic Amps
2. &handing Game Plan
3. Role-Play

G. Summary of InformatiOn Collection
H. Self-Assessment

X. Integrating theComponents
A. Systematic Interview Protramming Format .

B, Information Awareness Matrix

Xl. Exchanging Information Via Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques.
A. Definition of Non-VerbatInterciction Techniques
B. Rationale for Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques
C. Objectives of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques

XII. Non Verbal Interaction Techniques - Step I - Positioning
A. Definition of Positioning
B. Rationale for PositionIng
C. Objectives of Positioning
D. Guidelines for Effective Positioning
E. Demonstration °I Ineffective Positioning
F. Results' of Ineffective Positioning

G. Demonstration of Effective Positioning
- H. Results of Effective PoSitioning

I. Practice Positioning
1. Discrimination Exercise
2; Role-Play'

J. Summary of Positioning

XIII. Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques - Step II - Observing-
A. Definition of Observing
B. Rationale for Observing
C. Objectives of Observing- -
D. Guidelines for Effective Observing
E, Demonstration of Ineffective Observing''

'Exercise.1
F. Demonstration of Effectilie Observing

Exercise 2
G. Practice Observing

1. Discrimination - Exercise 3
2. Observing the Trainer - Exercise 4
3. Role-Play - Exercise 5

H. Summary of Observing
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XIV. Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques - Step III - Listening
A. Definition of Listening
B. Rationale for Listening

C, Objectives of bistening
D. Guidelines for Effective Listening
E. Demonstration of Ineffective Listening

Exercise 1 . .

F. Demonstration of Ineffective Listening
Exercise 2

G. Practice Listening
Ft. Summary of Listening

XV. Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques - Step IV -"Organizing
A. Definition of Organizing ,

B Rationale for Organizing
C Objectives of Organizing -0

, D. Guidelines for Effective Organizing
E. Demonstration of Ineffective Organizing

Exercise 1
F. Demonstration of Effective Organizing 4

Exercise 2
G. Practice Organizing ..
H. Summary of Organizing

WI. Summary of Non-Verbal Interaction Techniques
A. Points to Make

- B. Self-Assessment

XVII. Integrating the Components .
,--- .

A. Systematic Interview Programming Format
B. Information Awarenegs Matrix

WIII, Exchanging InformatiOn Via Verbal Responding
Definition of Verbal Interaction Techniques
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XIX. Verbal Interaction Techniques - Step I - Moment-to-Moment Responses
A. Definition of Moment-to-Moment Responses
B. Rationale for Moment-to-Moment Responses
C. The Continue Response

1. Definition of the Continue Response
2. Rationale for the Continue Response
3. Uses of the Continue Responses

D. The Restricted Eocus Response
1. Definition dthe Restricted-Focus Response
2. Rationale for the Restricted-Focus Response
3. Uses of the Restricted-Focus Response

E. The Exploratory-Focus Response .

1. Definition of the Exploratory-Focus Response
2. Rationale for the Exploratory-Focus Response
3. Uses of the Exploratory-Focus Response .

F. The Check Response ,

1. Definition of the Ch k Response
2. Rationale for the eck Response
3. Uses of the Chec Responses. _I-,

G. The Declarative Resr5onie
1. Definition of the Declarative Response
2. Rationale for the Declarative Response
3. Uses of the Declarative Response.

H. The Self-Expressive ResPonse
1. Definition of the Self-Expressive Response
2. iationale for the Self Expressive Response
3.1.1ses of the Self-Expressive Response

----------____ I. The Interpretive Response
,1. Definition of the Interpretive Response
2. Rationale for the Interpretive Response
3. Uses of the Interpretive Response

J. Discrimination Exercises/ 1. Written
2. Tape

- 3. Role-Play
K. Guidelines for the Effective Use of Moment-to-Moment Responses
L. Summary of Moment-to-Moment Responses
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)0(. Verbal Interaction Techniques - Step II - Response Styles
A. Definition of Response Styles
B., Rationale for Response Styles
C. Objectives of Response Styles
D. Interaction Style Exercise 1
E. The Listener

1. Definition of the Listener
2. Demonstration of the Listener
3. Discussion' of the Listener
4. Effect of the Listeners Oproach on the Interviewee and the Interview Prom's

F. The Interrogator
1. Definition of the Interrogator
2. Demonstration of the Interrogator
3. Discussion of the Interrogator
4. Effect of the Interrogators approach on the I ntervieWee and the Interview Process

G. The Explorer
1. Definition of the Explorer
2. Demonstration of the Explorer

. 3. Discussion of the Explorer
4. Effect of the Explorers approach on the Interviewee and the Interview Process

H. The Reflector
1,4*, 1. Definition of the Reflector

2. Demonstration of the Reflector
3. Discussion of the Reflector

T4. Effect of the Reflectors approach on the Interviewee and the Interview Process
. The Informer

1. Definition of the Informer
2. Demonstration of the Informer
3. Discussion of the Informer
4. Effect of the Informers approach on the Interviewee and the Interview Process

J. The SelfExpresser
1. Definition of the Self-Expresser
2. Demonstration of the Self-Expresser
3. Discussion of the Self-Expresser
4. Effect Of the Self-Expressers approach on the Interviewee and the Interview Process

K. The Interpreter
1. Definition of the Interpreter
2. Demonstration of the Interpreter
3. Discussion of the Interpreter
4. Effect of theAnterpreters approach on the Interviewee and the Interview Process

L. Guidelines for a Facilitative Response Style
M. Summary of Interaction Myles
N. Demonstration of a Facilitative Stye
0. Resultsof a Facilitative Style
P. Ptactice Response Styles--

1. Imagery
2. Role-Play
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XXI. Integrating the Components
A Systematic Interview Programming Format
B Information AWareness Matrix

XXII._ Where To Now
A. Skill Assessment
B. Attitude Assessment

C. Skill-Development
1 Introduction
2 Stages of Skill Development
3 Overcoming Cognitive- Emotive Dissonance
4 Persistent and Extensive Practice

i Imagery
ii Role-Plqy

iii In Vivo
5- The Use of Behavior Review
6 The Use of Self-Reinforcement
7. Self-Monitbring Program
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